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1 Introduction 

This deliverable reports the modelling, analysis and validation tools used by the industrial use 

cases in the CONTREX.  

1.1 Positioning 

Figure 1.1 illustrates the modelling and design flows supported by CONTREX for designing 

mixed-criticality systems. 

 

Figure 1.1: Overview of the CONTREX modelling and design flows. 

In this document, individual tools which collaboratively implement these design flows are 

introduced. Figure 1.2 depicts where each modelling, analysis, or validation tool fits with 

respect to the big picture. 
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Figure 1.2: Overview of the tools implementing the CONTREX modelling and design flows. 

Each use case, depending on its specific requirements, uses a customized design flow and 

hence, a sub-set of the tools introduced in this document. 

1.2 Relation to Deliverable D2.2.2 and D2.3.1 

Deliverable D2.2.2 [1] documents the modelling methodology of CONTREX. This deliverable, 

D2.3.2, describes the tools of CONTREX that are used for system modelling, analysis and 

validation. For reading convenience and completeness, the annex D2.2.2 also contains 

descriptions of the tools that support the modelling methodology. Hence, some of the contents 

of this deliverable is a reproduction and extension of D2.2.2’s annex. This deliverable is the 

continuation of D2.3.1. All partners have reported the updates of their work during the final 

year of the project. 

1.3 Structure 

To cover the different domains of the tools developed in CONTREX, the document is organized 

as follows. After this introductory section, Section 2 reports the modelling tools provided by 

the CONTREX partners. Section 3 contains the analysis tools which are an essential part of the 

design flows introduced in CONTREX. Section 4 is dedicated to the validation tools provided 

in the project. In Section 5 the tools used for transforming and synthesizing the models are 

introduced. Section 6 details the usage of the sub-set of the tools for each individual use case. 

A summary and overview of tools developed, extended or used in CONTREX is provided in 

Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes the deliverable and Section 9 contains the references. 
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2 Modelling Tools  

The tools used for capturing and manipulating the CONTREX models are reported in this 

section. These tools are based on the meta-models reported in D2.2.2 and are used as the entry 

points to the CONTREX mixed-criticality system design flows. 

2.1 CONTREP Eclipse Plugin 

The CONTREX Eclipse Plugin (CONTREP in short) was first introduced in D2.2.2 [1], Section 

2.8. Here an updated and extended report is given. Some content is reproduced for helping 

understanding and for convenience. Moreover, among the extended and updated content, the 

following aims at clarifying the main novelties the reader can expect: 

In this report (D2.3.2), the information given in D2.2.2 is complemented by: 

 A more extensive introduction to the options of the plug-in (this section) 

 A description of the UML/MARTE-ForSyDe connection (Section 5.4) focused on what has 

been integrated in the CONTREP Eclipse plugin (the high-level and theoretical view of this 

connection was reported in D2.2.2, Section 5.7.1)  

 An introduction to the eSSYN code generation library, and its extension (mSSYN) for 

supporting the targeting of a configurable VIPPE model, for simulation-based performance 

analysis.  

 

The CONTREX Eclipse Plugin (CONTREP) is an integrated environment where the user focus 

on the modelling task. A single model is generated and then all the supported system-level 

design activities take this model as main input (single-source approach).  

 
 

Figure 2.1: The CONTREX Eclipse plugin is a framework enabling the single-source design approach. 
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CONTREP automatically performs model transformations and code generation tasks, and 

includes configuration facilities and menu launchers. This way, the tool severs as a graphical 

cockpit for the user to trigger the different system-level activities. 

 

A first contribution of CONTREP is the integration in an Eclipse-base environment of different 

design activities. Figure 2.2 reflects the tool architecture. On top of the Eclipse Modelling Tools 

package the user installs Papyrus and the MARTE profile. Additionally, the user shall install 

the CONTREP bundle. CONTREP contributes the additional profiles with the proposed 

MARTE extensions, which completes the requirements for facing the modelling task. This way, 

CONTREP can take at its front-end a CONTREX UML/MARTE model. CONTREP uses at its 

back-end several tools supporting the different design activities.  

 

 
Figure 2.2: CONTREX architecture showing the profiles extending UML for the model capture and 

the back-end tools supporting the different design activities. 

 

As well as the modelling task, the CONTREX Eclipse plug-in covers additional aspects of the 

design flow. CONTREP serves as a cockpit from where the user can launch automated code 

generation, compilation, simulation, design space exploration (DSE), etc. abstracting and 

reducing the interaction with the underlying tools.  

 

Each design activity has associated its own flow, code generators or transformations, and 

options and menus in the front-end.  

 

More specifically, the main enhancements and extensions contributed in CONTREX (taking 

into account that eSSYN has been taken as reference) are: 

 the integration and support of several system-level design activities  (Validation, 

schedulability analysis, simulation-based performance analysis, DSE). 

 automatic generation of a VIPPE performance model  

 automatic generation of a DSE infrastructure (based on the generation of a configurable 

performance model) 

 Consideration of mixed-criticality in several actions on the model 

 Model Validation 
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 Validation of performance requirements 

 At DSE-time through a mixed-criticality aware cost-function 

 Export of ForSyDe-SystemC models, compilation and simulation of the exported ForSyDe-

SystemC model, and generation of a ForSyDe-XML counterpart 

 Restructuring of menus, to base higher order menus on design activities, not on type of 

generations. 

 Addition of a configuration tab to control in detail the behaviour of the tool. 

 

Figure 2.3:    shows an updated snapshot of the CONTREP menu. As can be seen, the 

CONTREP plug-in integrates menus for other activities which either has been developed before 

or in parallel with CONTREX, such as the generation of a “base model”, a checker for the 

fulfilment of basic modelling rules, the synthesis of code for either native or cross targets, the 

generation of a KisTA model (simulation framework employed in the initial versions of the 

Joint-analytical and Simulation-based DSE framework),  and the generation of a MOST model 

for enabling schedulability analysis.  

In this report we focus on the main enhancements and extensions associated to the CONTREX 

project. 

 

Figure 2.3:   Aspect of the CONTREP plug-in menu. 

2.1.1 Model validation and related configuration 

 

CONTREP has a configuration tab which allows the user to control the behavior or the Model 

Validation, and of the other design activities, i.e. generation of executable models, code 

synthesis and DSE. 
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As can be seen in Figure 2.4 the configuration tab enables the configuration of the validation 

of the model.  It is possible to enable/disable and configure the checks concerning to different 

types of information associated to the model. As well as what refers to the description of the 

PIM, platform and platform specific model, the user can configure whether information for 

DSE or for synthesis will be validated.  

 

 
Figure 2.4 CONTREP enables the validation of Mixed-Criticality related modelling rules. 

Specifically the configuration tab adds an option which allows to enable/disable the validation 

of the modeling rules concerning mixed-criticality. Once enabled, CONTREP validation will 

check that the criticality-aware modeling rules to be applied. 

 

Figure 2.5 shows the configuration tab which enables the configuration of the criticality-aware 

modeling rules to be applied. Specifically, the current proof-of-concept implementation covers 

a representative set of rules proposed in the methodology. 

Moreover, the user can perform a finer configuration of the rules to be validated. This flexibility 

is an important aspect of the proposed approach. The methodology provides a number of mixed-

criticality modeling rules, each with a rational on its utility for mixed-criticality system design. 

The goal is that the tool can be able to offer the widest possible set, e.g. to cover every types 

and level of segregation. This will be, in general, a superset when the methodology and the tool 

is applied to a specific domain, which will require to define the set of rules to be enabled and 

disabled. Because of that, the framework contemplates a finer configuration of the validation 

of the mixed-criticality information. 

 

 
Figure 2.5:   CONTREP enables a custom configuration of which modelling rules concerning mixed-

criticality have to be validated. 
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Figure 2.5:    also shows how this is currently done by means of a specific configuration dialog. 

This dialog allows to enable/disable in an individualized way the checking of the different 

modeling rules. This allow a “user customized” validation (and thus application) of the mixed-

criticality rules.  

Relying on this possibility to customize the set of modeling rules, CONTREP also supports 

storing and fast configuration of combinations of applied mixed-criticality-aware modeling 

rules. The configuration tab enables the selection among a “user customized” and a set of pre-

defined rules groups. When the user selects a rules group, e.g. DO178B in Figure 2.6:    the 

configuration tab immediately reflects the associated configuration, which can be later on saved 

(together with the overall configuration data). 

 

 
Figure 2.6:   . CONTREP enables to apply groups of Mixed-Criticality modelling rules, which can be 

associated to a specific standard or methodology. 

Once the configuration of the validation is performed, the validation of the model can be 

launched by selecting the UML model (.uml file) and pushing the “Model Validation” 

CONTREP menu action shown in Figure 2.3 . 

The CONTREP model validator reports errors and warnings to the Eclipse “Error Log”, and 

generates a validation report file in the model project folder.  

As code generators, the CONTREP model validator has been implemented by relying on the 

Model-to-Text language (M2T or MTL), an OMG standard, abstract and portable language. 

Therefore, the validators are easy to extend and modify for new or customized modelling rules. 

The validator MTL code has two main parts. A first part consists of a set of MTL queries for 

navigating the model and access information on it. This part is shared with code generators as 

it is reusable for that purpose. It also greatly simplifies the writing of the second “top part”, 

which consists of a set of MTL templates. The templates perform two tasks. First, they generate 

the log file where together the modelling errors and warnings, tracing information is also 

reported, which supports the debugging of the model. Second, the templates dump error, 

warnings and summarized information about the progress of the validator on the Eclipse Error 

Log. For this purpose, a specific set of MTL queries have been linked to a piece of java code 

which deals with the Eclipse Error log. This allows to keep all the validation code in MTL, thus 

at a high abstraction level and described under a standard language. 

2.1.2 Generation of the VIPPE performance model 

 

Figure 2.7 shows the specific flow for the automatic generation of an executable VIPPE 

performance model. 
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Figure 2.7: CONTREP provides features required both for the modelling and for the code 

generation phases. 

 

The UML/MARTE model integrates the references to the sources where functionality 

associated to PIM components is present. Currently C and C++ languages are supported. 

As Figure 2.7 shows, the generation of the executable performance model relies on back-end 

tools: VIPPE and m/eSSYN. CONTREP automatically produces the XMLs describing the 

platform, the application mapping to the platform and other information e.g. performance 

metrics to report, etc. The XML generation produces the PIM architecture description in XML. 

From that information the platform dependent code (component wrappers) is generated by 

invoking the eSSYN code generator adapted to CONTREP. 

 

The m/eSSYN tool, fully integrated in CONTREP, takes the UML/MARTE model (specifically 

the .uml file in XMI fomat, also called semantic model) and the source platform independent 

code referred from the model as an input and generates the inputs required VIPPE. The 

m/eSSYN tool has been developed as an extension of the capabilities of its predecessor tool, 

eSSYN, to support the targeting of a VIPPE executable performance model, capable to assess 

the performance of the application on the modeled targeted platform, in general, a complex 

heterogeneous multi-core platform. That extension will be named in short mSSYN (as a model 

of the whole system, including the synthesized embedded software is generated).  

The mSSYN tool extracts all the information from the UML/MARTE model required and 

produced the input required by VIPPE for the generation of the executable performance model. 

mSSYN generates first a set of XML files which reflect the component structure of the PIM, 

the attributes associated to each PIM component, and the attributes of the channels in the PIM 

architecture. All this information contains all the relevant information stating the concurrency 

and communication semantics of the system. The generated XML description also describes 

the platform and the mapping of the PIM onto the platform, i.e. the mapping of PIM component 

instances onto memory partitions, and the mapping of the memory partitions onto the SW/HW 

platform. The XML files also describe the model environment, and contain annotations of extra-

functional properties (e.g., energy associated to a bus read access), and of the performance 
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requirements (e.g. deadlines). The XML description has been also extended to contain the 

criticality annotations. 

A great part of this information, i.e. the platform description and its associated extra-functional 

properties, is directly read by the VIPPE front-end. However, the XML files which contain the 

description of the PIM, i.e. component attributes; the PIM architecture; and the channels 

connecting these components, has to be processed by the mSSYN component wrapper generator 

(red box in Figure 2.7). This generator produces the component wrappers or wrappers in short. 

A component wrapper is the piece of code, which “wraps” the platform independent 

functionality associated to that component. That piece of code “wraps” in the sense that it 

provides an ambit to that platform independent code. Moreover, a wrapper also reflects a 

software implementation which abides the concurrency and communication semantics 

synthetically described in the XML input. Wrappers code is generated in the same language as 

the platform independent code associated to the component and relies on a specific API for 

accessing concurrency, time and communication services. In this work, mSSYN generates code 

relying on the POSIX API. 

For the VIPPE performance model target (mSSYN), the component wrapper generator behaves 

almost identically as for the native/cross targets (eSSYN). Not in vain, the performance model 

shall consider and assess the performance overhead added by wrappers. However, mSSYN has 

some specificity in the synthesis of the component wrappers with respect to eSSYN. The code 

is compiled with the VIPPE compiler, and linked to the VIPPE library and the mSSYN 

communication library. The mSSYN library contains the implementation of services invoked 

from wrappers code for implementing in software autonomous and periodic activities, and 

component communication (due the biggest weight of the latter, the mSSYN library is also 

called communication library, as expressed in Figure 2.7). The mSSYN communication library 

is compiled with the VIPPE compiler. It enables the annotation of the wrappers code (as well 

as the user code) for the specified target (currently POSIX, as mentioned). The target considers 

per target processor architecture (ISA) and API supported. There is an mSSYN communication 

library per target ISA and API supported. 

The mSSYN tool (and thus CONTREP) also automates the generation of the Makefiles required 

to compile the VIPPE model. These Makefiles differ from the ones generated for compiling a 

functional emulation or for software synthesis. For instance, the compilation rules invoke the 

VIPPE compiler (“vippe-gcc”, “vippe-g++”,), include VIPPE specific flags, and link the 

vippe library, and the communications library compiled with the VIPPE compiler for the 

specified target, as shown in Figure 2.7. 

Once the XML description, the wrappers and the makefiles have been generated, the 

compilation of the executable model can be launched. The compilation process produces a 

number of dynamic libraries (labeled with the “.so” file extension in Figure 2.7), specifically, 

as many as memory partitions (memory space) in the model. The memory partition is the basic 

unit that can be mapped to different processor architectures. Therefore, each dynamic library 

can contain code annotated for a different target.  
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Figure 2.8: Part of the CONTREP menu devoted for Model Validation and Performance model 

generation. 

 

Figure 2.7  shows that the code generation process, which includes the generation of the XML 

model description, of the Makefiles and of the wrappers, plus the compilation of the code to 

produce the executable model, i.e. the set of “.so” files, can be done as a whole, in a single step 

by the user through the “Performance ModelGenerate” menu action. The menu also enables 

to perform the steps separately. Figure 2.7 shows the dependencies. Wrapper generation has to 

be done after XML generation, since it reads the PIM description and the mapping of PIM 

component instances to memory spaces from the XML description previously generated. 

Compilation has to be performed only after completing all code generation, including Makefiles 

generation. 

The model can be launched from the generated Makefiles. Moreover, CONTREP also enables 

to launch the simulation from the menu (“Performance Model Simulate” menu option). 

CONTREP launches the VIPPE executable model through a launcher application (“vippe.x” 

or “vippe32.x”, depending on the target) with all its mandatory switches (“—vippe-so-

path”), “--vippe-platform-xml”, and “--vippe-mapping-xml”, to the annotated 

application code (in the .so files), the XML platform description, and the mapping of the PIM 

onto the platform (also in XML format) respectively. At the end of the simulation, performance 

metrics, which regard to time, energy and power consumption, plus other metrics relevant for 

debugging the application, e.g. cache misses, bus accesses, are reported. 

2.1.3 Mixed-Criticality at Requirements Validation 
Simulation configuration options enable to state a simulation time limit and to configure 

whether a check of the fulfillment of the performance requirements has to be performed right 

at the end of the simulation. In this case, CONTREP will report the violation of any requirement 

in the “Error Log”. CONTREP can provide a “flat report” of the constraint violations, i.e., all 

of them considered as an error. However, the Eclipse “Error Log” supports up to three severity 

levels: “Error”, “Warning” and “Info”.  CONTREP exploits this to provide a more informative 

report to the user. 

The severity levels are associated to a meaning shown in Table 1. The meaning reflects if the 

violation of the requirement involves an automatic discard of the assessed solution, and in case 

not, if the violation is considered relevant or not. 
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Table 1. Severities associated to the reports of requirement violations 

Severity Meaning 

Error Relevant Requirement Violation which discards the solution 

assessed 

Warning Relevant Violation which still does not discard the solution 

Information Non-relevant violation. 

 

CONTREP uses three criticality thresholds to decide if a constraint violation shall be reported 

and, in that case the severity in the report. Specifically, there is an error criticality threshold 

(thE), a warning criticality threshold (thW) and an information criticality threshold (thI). The 

relation in eq. (1) has to be always fulfilled: 

thE  thW  thI (1) 

 

 

Figure 9. CONTREP allows configuring the severity thresholds used for the report of requirements 

violations at the Error Log. 

Figure 2.6:    shows the CONTREP tab for configuring the simulation. Specifically, it shows 

the default configuration, corresponding to the vector (thE,thW, thI) = (3,2,1).  The CONTREP 

tab also allows editing these thresholds in order to offer flexibility to accommodate to different 

standards or mixed-criticality design scenarios. At the same time, the configuration tab obliges 

the user to fulfill Eq. (1) to avoid inconsistencies in the report of requirement violations. 

2.1.4 Automated Generation of a DSE infrastructure 
CONTREP automates the generation of a DSE infrastructure. First, the generation of a 

configurable and executable VIPPE performance model is possible. The configurability means 

that the executable model needs to read before the simulation start the values of a number of 

DSE parameters. Therefore, the executable model reflect a set of solutions rather a single one. 

Second, CONTREP enables, in order to complete the DSE framework, the automated 

generation of: 

 A script to let the exploration tool (MOST) launch the VIPPE model 
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 A Multicube compliant design space exploration file (which describes the design space and 

the DSE rules) 

 An exploration script , read by the exploration tool (MOST) which states many aspects of the 

exploration process, i.e. the design of experiments and the search heuristic, if explored data 

has to be stored, the name of the report files, etc. 

Once all this has been generated, CONTREP allows to launch the DSE. Final reports can be 

directly visualized from the Eclipse-based environment. 

2.1.5 Mixed-Criticality at DSE 
Another feature has been added to consider mixed-criticality information in DSE. Specifically, 

CONTREP enables the generation of a where only simulation is available for the analysis and 

the practice to adopt a safety margin is adopted. The cost function generated if the metrics 

exceed the safety margins and compute the excess. The criticality of each requirement adds a 

specific weight to the computed excess.  

 

For scenarios with strict-time requirements, worst-case analyses (DSE) have to be used for 

ensuring the strict-time compliance of the solutions. This is the approach of the Joint-Analytical 

and Simulation based approach reported in Section 2.1.5. 

2.2 ForSyDe-SystemC 

The Formal System Design (ForSyDe) is a modeling and design methodology which targets 

heterogeneous embedded systems, systems on chip (SoCs), and cyber-physical systems (CPSs) 

[2] [3] [4]. Support for heterogeneity is enables by explicit usage of the concept of models of 

computation (MoCs). The ForSyDe formalism is based on the functional paradigm. However, 

it has been implemented on top of industry-standard system-level design languages such as 

SystemC for industry-friendliness. 

2.2.1 The Abstract Syntax 

A system model in ForSyDe is structured as a concurrent process network consisting of 

processes and MoC interfaces (MIs) interconnected by signals. Signals can be thought of FIFO-

like communication medium which transfer events between processes. Processes can 

communicate and synchronize only by means of signals and therefore there is no global state in 

the system. Figure 2.10 gives an example of a system model in ForSyDe. 
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Figure 2.10: A ForSyDe model is structured as a concurrent process network. Processes are created 

using process constructors. 

 Leaf processes, like p3, are created using process constructors, a key concept in ForSyDe and 

described in detail later. Hierarchy in ForSyDe is enabled by composite processes. For instance, 

p5 is composed of p5,1, p5,2, and p5,3. Heterogeneity is supported by MIs, which are used to 

connect two signals belonging to two different MoCs. Finally, ForSyDe supports the concept 

of wrapper processes, which enables to integrate foreign models or legacy code into a ForSyDe 

system model. 

2.2.2 Supported Models of Computation 

Several MoCs are supported by ForSyDe [2] [3]. Among them: 

The untimed MoC, where only the causal data and control dependencies among the processes 

are captured. The exact triggering time of the processes are left to the implementation to be 

defined. The synchronous dataflow (SDF) MoC is a special case of this MoC where each 

process produces and consumes a fixed number of tokens in each atomic firing. This simple 

scheme provides a rich set of analysis and synthesis methods for implementing SDF models. 

The synchronous MoC, which is suitable for capturing digital hardware and control oriented 

hardware. The life time of the system is divided into a set of instances in which the processes 

are triggered, sometimes called a clock. Ticks of a clock are not necessarily equally distanced 

in time although very often this is the case in application such as digital hardware. All 

computation and communication latencies are assumed to be zero in the original model. A real 

implementation relaxes the assumption of instantaneous computation and communication, 

assuring they will not take more than two consecutive triggering of the clocks. The processes 

p1 to p3 in Figure 2.10 belong to the synchronous MoC. 

The discrete time and discrete event MoCs, which are appropriate for capturing systems 

where the timing is an integral part of the functional model. In this MoC, all the events are 

explicitly annotated with the time tag they occur and time-triggered behaviours can be captured. 

The continuous-time MoC can be used to model analogue hardware and physical processes. 

This MoC has a dense time model where the signals are functions from the time domain to the 

value domain, effectively allowing them to be sampled at any instance. Special ODE solver 

processes exist in this MoC which internally wrap a discrete solver to realize the integration 

operator. The processes p4 and p5 in Figure 2.10 belong to the continuous-time MoC. 
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2.2.3 Process Constructors 

In ForSyDe, the designer is required to use a process constructor to create a basic leaf process.  

From the designer's point of view a process constructor can also be seen as a formally defined 

template which the designer chooses from the ForSyDe library, passes side-effect-free 

functions and/or constant values to it, and obtains a valid process. A process constructor denotes 

both the MoC to which a process belongs and the type of the computation performed by the 

constructed process. For instance, in Figure 2.10, p1 is created using the mealySY process 

constructor. The designer supplies the next-state function g, the output-decoding function f, and 

an initial state w0 to mealySY and receives a process with the semantics of a Mealy state 

machine in the synchronous MoC. ForSyDe has the following characteristics: 

 by introducing the concept of process constructors, following the principle of separation 

of concerns, the computational aspect of a process is separated from its communication 

and synchronization, giving more structure to the models; 

 the requirements for the computation and communication semantics of the processes are 

satisfied by construction; 

 the designer is liberated from writing boilerplate code1 and can focus on the pure 

functional aspect of the processes; and 

 the formal semantics of the process behaviour is embedded in the model based on the 

chosen process constructor, which leads to a clear path to application of analysis and 

synthesis methods. 

Table 2 lists some the commonly used process constructors of ForSyDe in different MoCs. 

Table 2:  A set of common process constructors in ForSyDe. 

Name The constructed process 

Source a process with only an output for generating stimuli 

Sink a process with only an input for collecting the simulation results 

combn a state-less n-input process (also called map and zipwith n in the Haskell 

version) 

Delay information collected during elaboration 

zipn zips n input signals to a signal of n-tuples 

unzipn unzips an input signal of n-tuples to n signals 

Scan a state machine where the output is the current state 

Scand a state machine where the output is the current state with an initial delay 

Mealy a state machine where the output depends on the current input and state 

Moore a state machine where the output depends on the state 

                                                 
1 In software engineering, parts of the code which should be replicated in different places with minimal 

modifications is referred as boilerplate code. 
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2.2.4 Heterogeneity and MoC Interfaces 

MoC Interfaces (MIs) are special types of processes which are used to connect signals of more 

than one MoC with different time structures. For example, in Figure 2.10, mi2 is an MI between 

the synchronous and continuous-time, which means that it has a functionality similar to a 

digital-to-analog converter. 

2.2.5 ForSyDe Extensions 

A distinct feature of ForSyDe compared to other executable system design languages and 

modeling frameworks is its flexibility and extensibility which is enabled by the concept of 

process constructors. ForSyDe can easily be extended to support more features and aspects of 

the design flow and also it can be customized to capture certain aspects more explicitly without 

modifying its underlying machinery. 

For example, to support integration of foreign IP cores and legacy code, wrapper processes are 

introduced which for example appear as normal processes in each ForSyDe MoC but 

communicate and synchronize with an external model in the background [5]. In Figure 2.10, 

the process p1 integrated an external model (possibly a synthesizable VHDL model) to the 

synchronous MoC of ForSyDe while isolating it at the same time. 

Other notable extensions to ForSyDe are parallel and distributed simulation [6], support for 

data parallel constructs [7], non-determinism [2], and adaptivity [8]. 

2.2.6 Framework Implementations 

 

Figure 2.11: Different Realizations of ForSyDe as modeling frameworks. 

Originally, ForSyDe was realized as a modelling framework on top of the pure functional 

language Haskell, which exhibits a natural fit to the ForSyDe semantics. Haskell enforces one 

of the important properties of ForSyDe models by design which is the side-effect-freeness of 

the functions passed to the process constructors. A deep-embedded version of ForSyDe-Haskell 

reflects the structure of the process network and the abstract syntax tree of the functions passed 

to process networks. This information is retrieved using introspection and used by different 

backends such as simulation, hardware synthesis, and an intermediate representation as 

GraphML. 

However, to increase the industrial acceptance, ForSyDe has been also implemented as a class 

library on top of the SystemC design language. ForSyDe-SystemC maps all of its supported 
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MoCs in a coherent way on top of the discrete-event simulation kernel of SystemC, reuses the 

structural elements provided by SystemC such as modules, ports, and channels, and provides 

an auxiliary helper layer to provide the original functional-style modelling of ForSyDe. 

Introspection is an interesting feature of ForSyDe-SystemC which is the ability of the 

constructed executable models to export their structure to an intermediate format. This 

intermediate format includes information such as the structure of the process network graph 

together with the process constructor and argument used to construct each process. Using 

introspection, the designers can easily export their constructed and validated models to external 

analysis and synthesis tools by transforming the intermediate format to the one accepted by the 

other tools. 

2.3 CAMeL-View 

CAMeL-View is a software application developed by iXtronics, which is used for the model 

based design of mechatronic systems (multi-body simulation, block diagrams, hydraulic 

systems, general simulation, linear analysis and Hardware-in-the-Loop). 

CAMeL-View TestRig enables object-oriented model creation of mechatronic systems through 

the use of graphic blocks. The basic elements of multi-body system dynamics, control 

technology, hydraulics and hardware connectivity support the modeling process. The user’s 

proprietary C-Code can also be integrated into the models, which allows CAMeL-View TestRig 

to be implemented in all phases of the model based design process (modelling, physical testing 

and prototyping), and lends itself especially well to mechatronic system design. 

The model’s structure is described and displayed with the help of directional connectors. 

Physical linkages (such as mechanical or hydraulic linkages) as well as input and output 

linkages (signal flow) are also available. The input of equations is done via symbols, e.g. the 

input of constitutive differential equations in vector and matrix form. Based on the model’s 

structure, the descriptive equations are converted into non-linear state space representations and 

converted into executable C-Code. 

CAMeL-View TestRig supports the simulation process with a configurable “experiment 

environment” (for simulator and instrumentation components) which allows the user to apply 

simulation models to supported targets (MPC565, TriCore, X86, etc.) without the need for 

additional software tools for Hardware-in-the-Loop applications. In addition, the generation of 

so-called S-Functions for use in Simulink and the generation of ANSI C-Code for use in stand-

alone simulators is also supported. 

A particularly noteworthy feature in CAMeL-View TestRig is the way in which the descriptive 

equations for multi-body system models are created. All multi-body simulation formalisms 

used for code generation create their equations in the form of typical explicit differential 

equations (ODE). This is especially important in Hardware-in-the-Loop applications where the 

calculation of simulation results within a specific, defined time frame must be assured. Only 

then is it possible to implement complex multi-body simulation models for Hardware-in-the-

Loop applications under stringent real-time conditions. These constraints cannot be met when 

using DAE-based methods. 

Additional “Toolboxes” are available for linear analysis (Eigenvalues, pole-zero analysis, 

frequency response, etc.) of VRML-based animation. 
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Development of CAMeL-View TestRig began in 1991 in the Paderborn Mechatronic 

Laboratory of Professor Dr. Ing. J. Lückel. The software was based on forerunners that had 

been developed there since 1986. The name stands for Computer Aided Mechatronic 

Laboratory – Virtual Engineering Workbench and describes the basic intent of one of the 

specific demands placed on development engineers in the computer lab. Since 1999 CAMeL-

View TestRig has been further developed and sold as a commercial product by iXtronics 

GmbH, a spin-off of the University of Paderborn. 

2.4 CHESS/FoReVer 

The CHESS tool, described in D2.2.2, section 10.9.2, provides an integrated framework for 

component-based modelling of systems and software based on SysML, UML and MARTE for 

critical real-time and embedded systems.  

CHESS implements a multi-view approach, where the system is designed using a single model 

with dedicated consistent views, which are specialized projections of the system in specific 

dimensions of interest. This corresponds to the “Conceptual Frameworks” systems engineering 

approach, based on the identification of different “viewpoints”, where a viewpoint identifies a 

set of concerns, representations and modelling techniques that are specific to a stakeholder. A 

“view” is the result of applying a viewpoint to a particular system.  

For this purpose the CHESS tool organizes the modelling activities in separate views: starting 

from the definition of requirements and the description of the system with its hierarchical 

decomposition, using a SysML profile respectively in the Requirements View and in the System 

View, continuing with the association of requirements to components, the definition of 

hardware and software components using a UML/MARTE profile in the Component View, 

down to the Analysis View and the Deployment View.  

In CONTREX the usage of CHESS focuses on the system design performed during the early 

phases of the development process. In particular the CHESS tool is used in the multi-rotor use 

case for experimenting the usage of SysML for modelling the system as a whole and its 

hierarchical decomposition into subsystems and components.    

Moreover the design of the multi-rotor use case provides a useful testbed to validate the contract 

related modelling capabilities supported by the CHESS tool thanks to a SysML profile 

developed as an extension to CHESS in the frame of the FoReVer and SafeCer projects, as 

described in D2.2.2, section 10.9.1.  
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3 Analysis and Design Tools 

Analysis and design tools enable estimation of extra-functional properties such as timing and 

power usage from the system models as well as exploring the design-space of the abstract 

system models for efficient and safe solutions. Design tools often rely on analysis tools for 

evaluating each design point and comparing them together. The analysis and design tools used 

in CONTREX are reported in this section. 

3.1 Co-simulation 

3.1.1 CAMeL-View Stub 

The UML/MARTE model environment can be targeted to further environment components 

which, in turn encapsulate functional code. In the modelling of cyber-physical systems, 

environment modelling can be as or more challenging than the system modelling and 

specification. A main issue is to support an accurate modelling of physical laws which abide a 

mechatronic system. An additional challenge is to support a visual environment which allows 

a qualitative evaluation, e.g. of the effect of a controller and its implementation in the 

mechatronic system. CAMeL-View provides the means for modelling such a mechatronic 

environment. On the other hand, the UML/MARTE modelling methodology and the 

CONTREP tool enable the modelling and generation of a fast VIPPE performance model of an 

embedded controller system. Similarly, the work done in CONTREX also enables bit accurate 

SW models with performance information based on OVP. However, the connection of these 

CAMeL-View physical environment models and the performance models (either based on 

VIPPE or on OVP) is not solved and enabling such type of co-simulation requires, in general, 

a non-negligible ad-hoc effort.  

As was reported in D2.2.2 Section 5.7.2, a library called CAMeL-View Stub has been 

developed for enabling the connection between a CAMeL-View model and any C/C++ based 

application, and by extension, simulator supporting a C/C++ API. In CONTREX, the “CAMeL-

View Stub” supports the connection of VIPPE and OVP models with CAMeL-View models. 

 

Figure 3.1:   CAMeL-View Stub facilitates the writing of a co-simulation interface between CAMeL-

View and any C/C++ based simulation framework. 
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As shown in the figure, the CAMeL-View stub converts the CAMeL-View simulation in a 

master of the co-simulation interface and the C/C++ connected simulation framework in a client 

of the co-simulation interface. Through a C/C++ API and CAMeL-View C-code blocks, signals 

from the physical environment model are exported to the client side. Additionally, one or more 

signals in the physical environment can be updated by the client side. On the client side, a 

C/C++ API is offered which facilitates the writing of the co-simulation interface. 

 

 

Figure 3.2:   CAMeL-View Stub implementation relies on two TCP sockets for a bi-directional 

exchange of signal events. 

Figure 3.2 shows further implementation details. Specifically, the CAMeL-View stub generated 

two TCP sockets. One sockets is always created and servers to enable the CAMeL-View 

simulation to declare which signals are exported and imported. With this information, the client 

side simulator receives sufficient information to enable the configuration of a coherent 

deadlock-free co-simulation interface. 

At co-simulation time, the CAMeL-View Stub uses the sockets to transfer signal values and 

their corresponding time stamp.  Floating type values are transferred through the stubs, so the 

client side can perform the conversion to the data type employed at that side, e.g. integer, fixed 

point, floating point.  
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Figure 3.3:   Locked synchronization scheme between a CAMeL-View simulation and a client 

program for one exported signal “V” and one imported signal “I”. 

An important remark is that CAMeL-View has been conceived as an infrastructure which 

facilitates the co-simulation of CAMeL-View with other simulation frameworks, but not to fix 

the specific simulation framework, i.e. with flexibility in mind. As was mentioned, the client 

simulator can make the conversions desired with the floating values. Similarly, the C/C++ API 

means that the client side can be a C program, a SystemC program, an OVP virtual platform 

model, a VIPPE model, etc. An additional flexibility twist, required by the different time models 

that can be at the client side, is the possibility to implement different synchronization models. 

Figure 3.3 illustrates a locked synchronization scheme (so far tested in simple examples), where 

at each time step, the CAMeL-View model first sends the data corresponding to the exported 

signals, and then requests the signal data imported to the client side, which has to provide the 

data at that time stamp.  

Figure 3.4 illustrates a simple CAMeL-View model used for a first validation of the CAMeL-

View stub. A first block produces a “speed” signal by relying on a SineClass element. This 

block is connected to a C-Code block called “PositionClass” which is employed from CAMeL-

View for the interfacing with another simulator via the CAMeL-View stub. As can be seen, two 

output signals are associated to the position C-code block, position and actuation.  
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Figure 3.4:   Simple CAMeL-View model with a C-code block for co-simulating CAMeL-View with 

an external simulator through the CAMeL-View stub. 

The “position” C-code block has a code description such the position signal is calculated as an 

integration of the input signal “speed”. Following an excerpt of code shows how this is done 

internally: 

 
   

  evalND:  #{ 

        position = position_state; 

  }#; 

 

  evalS:   #{ 

 d_position_state = speed; 

  }#; 

 

This simply illustrates C code blocks in CAMeL-View as a means for C-like description of our 

continuous time system. 

Moreover, in this example, the specific thing is that the actuation signal is not generated 

exclusively from within the internal sections of the C-code block, but it is used to “export” the 

“position” signal to another simulator, and to get the value of the “actuation” signal from such 

a simulator. 

In a first simple example CAMeL-View has been connected via the CAMeL-View stub to a 

raw C application which “instantaneously” reacts in the production of the actuation signal (from 

the updated position value). Figure 3.5 gives a snapshot of the trace produced from the raw C 

application during the co-simulation. 
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Figure 3.5:   Trace of the “position” signal (exported), and the “actuation” signal (imported) reported 

from a client C raw application connected to the CAMeL-View model of Figure 3.4. 

Figure 3.6 shows the graphical report from the CAMeL-View perspective. It can be seen how, 

from the CAMeL-View side, it is equivalent to have been encoding the actuation algorithm 

directly in the C-code block. 

As mentioned, one interesting aspect of enabling this type of co-simulation is to have the 

capability to connect the CAMeL-View environment model with performance models of the 

control system, capable to consider the delays and non-idealities of the actual implementation 

of the control system (including control application SW, platform architectural details, etc.). 

For that, enabling the connection to OVP and VIPPE frameworks is aimed in CONTREX. 

Because of that, in a later step, the validation of the CAMeL-View stub has been done in its use 

for the connection of CAMeL-View with VIPPE. This connection has been done exploiting the 

SystemC interface of VIPPE (recently enabled). Therefore, a co-simulation CAMeL-View-

SystemC-VIPPE has been done for the aforementioned example. 

Given the simplicity of the actuation algorithm, results basically similar to the ones reported in 

Figure 3.6 were obtained. 
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Figure 3.6:   CAMeL-View tracing of the position, speed and actuation signals. The C-raw model does 

not involves any delay. 

However, in general a complex control algorithm (doing searches, computing control formulas, 

or averaging) and depending on the available processors, HW architecture, and many other 

implementation factors, can easily incur in non-negligible delays. To see if we can expect our 

co-simulation framework will reflect it, we simply added useless workload code (loops not 

eliminated by compiler optimizations) in the SW control application modelled by VIPPE, such 

the impact of that delay in the response could be considered, as Figure 3.7. 

 

Figure 3.7:   CAMeL-View tracing of the position, speed and actuation signals when the CAMeL-View 

model is co-simulated with a VIPPE model (via its SystemC interface). The C SW code 

of the application simulated in VIPPE has been written to inject a useless workload such 

a significant delay is considered in the update of the actuation signal. 
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3.2 Performance Estimation Tools 

3.2.1 VIPPE 

VIPPE stands for Virtual Parallel Platform for Performance Estimation (VIPPE) [9]. VIPPE is 

a framework capable to provide time, energy and power performance estimation figures for an 

application (written in C or C++) on top of many different platform configurations. 

The most remarkable features of VIPPE in the CONTREX context, are: 

 A fast simulation speed compared to competing simulation-based technologies, with a 

limited loss of accuracy. 

 Capability to provide time, power and energy consumption figures. 

 Specific support for design space exploration, to enable the assessment of performance on 

top of different platform configurations, while requiring a minimum or no change of the 

application code. For most of the scenarios VIPPE enables a completely automated DSE 

loop 

 Enhanced front-ends for supporting co-simulation with SystemC. 

Specifically, the most interesting feature which makes VIPPE interesting for DSE is the fast 

performance assessment (see evaluation results in WP5) of each design alternative, at a low re-

configuration cost (cost of preparing the simulatable model for a new alternative), and 

everything yet keeping accuracy (vs in principle more accurate technologies). 

VIPPE gets speed-ups about x100 vs cycle-accurate simulators, speed-ups about x10 versus 

instruction accurate technologies such as binary translation (OVP), and its parallelized versions 

(QuantumLeap) in scenarios where cache estimations are required. 

Therefore, VIPPE provides a trade-off between simulation time, metrics obtained, and accuracy 

more interesting for an early design space exploration (DSE). DSE serves at an early design 

phase either for selecting a candidate set of solutions or for looking for newer alternatives to an 

existing implementation. 

The technology behind the VIPPE benefits is native simulation. The application code is host 

compiled and automatically augmented with extra-functional annotations such during 

simulation time, a precise accounting of the time, energy and power consumed is achieved. 

Technical insights of how VIPPE relies on native simulation and which explains this specific 

trade-off offered by VIPPE is provided in T3.1 reports. In CONTREX, VIPPE has been 

enhanced to cover: 

 Precise annotation mechanisms based on assembler analysis and required for the accuracy 

goals of VIPPE. Before CONTREX, VIPPE time annotations relied on an intermediate 

format. This had the advantage of a target independent approach. However, the implemented 

annotation mechanism gets much more accuracy at the only requirement of having available 

the cross-compiler for the assessed target processor architecture. 

 Support of two type of VIPPE compilers (which introduce the annotations): one based on 

LLVM and one generic for cross-targets not supporting LLVM-based cross-compiling. 

 Integration of energy and power consumption annotations 
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 Support of an interface for VIPPE-SystemC co-simulation. 

 Extension of the XML front-end for supporting interface with MOST 

 Account of response times 

 Export of power traces 

 Modelling of L2 (and further levels) of cache memories 

Moreover, in CONTREX VIPPE kernel has been fully refactored to ensure scalability and 

competitive simulation performance in the scenario of assessing performance of multi-core 

platforms with caches.  

The type of system model which VIPPE assess, and thus the information required from the 

UML/MARTE input is sketched in Figure 3.8 . VIPPE supports the modelling of a system 

composed of:  

 one or more applications 

 the SW/HW platform, encompassing both predictable parts and performance optimized, but 

less predictable parts 

These features are essential to support the modelling of a sufficiently wide range mixed 

criticality systems. Mixed criticality appears in a great part as the strategy to integrate many 

applications with requirements of different importance. At the same time, it should be possible 

to model platforms capable to satisfy different degrees of heterogeneity in terms of 

predictability. It is natural to expect that different profiles of mixed-criticality applications 

might require different types of platform profiles in terms of amount of predictable and 

performance optimized resources. 

 

Figure 3.8 VIPPE input model. 
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Figure 3.8  also reflects with a basic example how, through VIPPE, it will be possible to model 

a platform architecture with a clear separation between one part optimized for average 

performance, and other part with an architecture for predictability. For instance, in the example, 

the blue RTOS instances might model ELinux based RTOS, and the blue bus a bus with 

contention, while the red RTOS instances can reflect schedulers with wide formal analysis 

behind (e.g., static scheduling, rate-monotonic, etc.), and the red bus, a predictable 

communication resource with statically known worst-case communication bounds. 

More importantly, Figure 3.8 is just an example of one possible model. Moreover, VIPPE 

enables a parameterization and thus the exploration, without requiring re-generation of the 

model, to cover a wide spectrum of aspects which can cover an application parameter of an 

algorithm, the mapping of application threads, a platform architectural parameter, the 

scheduling policy, the frequency of a given processing element (PE), the size of the data cache 

of a PE if it is enabled, the data-width of a bus, etc. This flexibility will enable also to model 

different platform alternatives, each exposing a specific trade-off in the presence of predictable 

resources and resources for optimized average performance. This includes the modelling of cost 

effective, and likely less predictable, architectures, which constitute a main challenge in the 

targeting of mixed-criticality applications. 

Following, a more detailed description of the modelling elements and features eventually 

supported are given for each layer. 

3.2.1.1 Application Layer 

One or more applications supporting one or more concurrent threads (circles in Figure 3.8 ) or 

processes (circles bounded by thick lines).  Inter-thread and inter-process communication and 

synchronization mechanisms are also supported. The VIPPE model associates or embeds a 

functionality associated to each thread/process. The annotation of this functionality enables an 

accurate modelling of the computation time required, after considering the instructions 

executed and the accesses to the bus involved.  The annotation of user workloads will be also 

feasible, for those parts of the model where the functionality is not available. 

VIPPE supports also the mapping of the component-based models enabled in the 

UML/MARTE models (depicted in Figure 3.8  as rounded-corner boxes). It is to be defined 

how this mapping is to be done. There are several possibilities, e.g. CONTREP generates code 

calling the VIPPE synthetic API. A second possibility is to generate code calling the POSIX 

API. A third possibility, which requires the extension of the VIPPE front-end is the generation 

of an intermediate component-based front-end. At the time of this report, this question is under 

assessment. 

3.2.1.2 SW Platform 

VIPPE supports the modelling of the SW platform as a set of RTOS instances. Local and global 

RTOS modelling are supported. Local RTOS handle a single processing element.  Global RTOS 

are capable to handle a symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) cluster and support task migration 

(global scheduling).  The scheduling policy supported corresponds to a round-robin (RR), 

where threads are scheduled with a FIFO with priority policy, i.e. priority is used to determine 

the next thread to be execute, and FIFO ordering in the ready-to-execute queue is used if there 

is an ambiguity (two or more threads with the same priority). This is a typical scheduling 

scheme in Embedded Linux OS and its variants 
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Additionally, VIPPE aims supporting additional scheduling policies, i.e. static local schedulers. 

This way, the simulation of the same type of SW platform layers currently modelled by the 

KTH analytical DSE tools will be supported. This can be currently done by adding an explicit 

scheduling thread, launching in a loop all the threads statically mapped to the local scheduler. 

However, the support of a more generic mechanism which can provide support for other typical 

real-time scheduling policies, e.g., rate monotonic (RM), or earlier-deadline first (EDF), is 

desirable. This task would be especially interesting if the analytical tools developed by the 

partners manage to provide support of this dynamic scheduling policies. 

3.2.1.3 HW Platform 

VIPPE supports the modelling of a multi-core heterogeneous platform, where the processing 

elements can refer to different types of CPUs, or other processing units, like HW. The modelling 

of attributes such as the PE frequency per processor instance is possible.  

Moreover, the impact of the different types of caches (instructions and data) and of the accesses 

to the bus is modelled. The type of bus modelled is a bus with contention. The model approaches 

the average delay taking into account the congestion of the bus, which is re-calculated at the 

same pace of the heart-beat of the SMP architecture. VIPPE supports the connection of network 

models through the provided SystemC interface.  

3.2.1.4 Outputs 

Since VIPPE relies on actual functionality for the automated annotation and for performance 

assessment, it is obvious that VIPPE serves for a functional validation of the application. After 

CONTREX, VIPPE can provide also accurate time performance metrics. Moreover, VIPPE 

provides metrics referred to different layers of the systems. That is, it reports metrics associated 

to threads and processes, e.g. start/end times and time at the current state of the execution; and 

metrics associated to the platform, e.g. number of misses/hits in any of the cache memories, 

amount of accesses to the bus. 

In addition, VIPPE provides energy and power consumption metrics, with a breakdown capable 

to distinguish the contribution to consumption per PE, and considering the consumption due to 

cache memories and bus accesses. Further details can be found in D3.1.2 [10]. 

3.2.1.5 Exploration Interface 

VIPPE has been equipped to support a Multicube interface. It is an XML front-end which 

supports the description of configurable parameters in the XML system description. This way, 

an automated interaction between the VIPPE executable model and the exploration tool (MOST 

in CONTREX) can be established. This way MOST can launch different system configurations, 

i.e. solutions in terms of the parameterization of the application and of the SW platform. For it, 

it uses a configuration XML file which provides a specific value to each exploration parameter. 

The VIPPE executable model is run for each configuration. For each configuration, an XML 

file with the extra-functional metrics considered in the exploration is returned. 

Following, a summary of the features which have been developed in the context of CONTREX: 

Modelling features: 

 Accurate annotation mechanisms for time, energy and performance 
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 Adaptation of cache estimation mechanism for multi-core platforms (Required Full 

reformatting of the kernel) 

 Support of estimation of LLVM and GNU cross-development. 

 Energy and Power Output Metrics 

 Export of power traces 

 Interfacing: 

o Support of  a component-based front-end (automated mapping from 

UML/MARTE model) 

o Support of the XML Multicube Front-end  

o Co-simulation with SystemC 

 Evaluation and polishing of accuracy and speed  (on synthetic benchmarks and in use cases) 

3.2.2 ODEN 

Extra-functional simulation is based on the interaction of two kinds of blocks, namely models 

and monitors. Models (i.e., power model and thermal model) allow to generate extra-functional 

information by combining the knowledge about the events generated by the functional 

simulation and the knowledge of the actual target platform (taken from datasheet and actual 

measurements). Power models are generated by mining information from functional and power 

traces. In particular, an assertion miner [11] is used to extract, from functional traces, the 

protocol state machine (PrSM) underlying the design under verification (DUV). The miner is 

based on a set of templates that formally capture temporal patterns exposed by the DUV on its 

primary inputs and outputs. Then, the PrSM is enriched with power information to obtain a 

power state machine (PSM) that reproduces, during simulation, the dynamic power 

consumption according to the functional behaviours of the DUV. The power information 

included in each state of the PSM is either derived from data sheets or extracted from lower 

level (e. g. register transfer or gate level) simulations by using tools like Synopsys PrimeTime. 

Finally, the SystemC/C++ back-end of HIFSuite is used to automatically generate the C++ code 

of the PSM. The C++ implementation can be stimulated by using the functional traces of the 

DUV to generate the corresponding dynamic power consumption during simulation. Thanks to 

the mining approach the methodology works without requiring the analysis of the source code 

of the DUV, thus it is perfectly suited for generating PSMs also for black-box components. 

Monitors are generated from contracts and during simulation they continuously check if they 

are satisfied.  

3.2.3 KisTA 

The KisTA infrastructure for SystemC-based Simulation and Time Analysis, in short KisTA 

[12] [13], is a simulation tool of concurrent applications on multiprocessor-based systems. 

KisTA has also an XML front-end, called KisTA-XML. 

KisTA focuses on the time assessment of the time-critical parts of a system. For this, KisTA 

enables the modelling of predictable systems, supporting formally-based application models, 
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and predictable platforms models, which include different scheduling policies and scheduler 

models, and predictable hardware architectures. 

In its focus to predictable systems, KisTA adds complementary concepts, such as: 

 providing a variety of predefined scheduling policies, specially focusing on SW layers 

suitable for predictable systems, 

 supporting an application modelling close to system-level models based on Model of 

Computation theory, 

 supporting a generic modelling of communication resources which enable to build on top of 

it specific models of communication infrastructures, and where the characterization of the 

predictability of the communication resource is a main feature, 

 supporting gradual modelling, so a user can check with precision the abiding to simple 

analytical models, and check the impact on performance of further details in the model. 

 based on discrete-event simulation fully integrated in a SystemC environment, thus focusing 

more on accuracy than on simulation speed, for the purposes of time assessment of 

predictable systems. 

 additional features, such as detection of periodic phases (in an stationary state) to enable 

metrics report related to such stationary state. 

3.3 CHESS 

The CHESS tool provides real-time analysis functionality for schedulability analysis and end-

to-end response time analysis as well as dependability analysis. However such features of 

CHESS, which rely on the decoration of the UML models with non-functional properties that 

describe the model components’ characteristics, will probably not be exploited in the frame of 

CONTREX use cases.  

3.4 Design Space Exploration Tools 

This section introduces the tools used for design space exploration (DSE), both based on 

analytical models and on simulation. 

3.4.1 Analytical DSE Tools 

In this section we describe the DSE tool which uses analytical methods for elaborating different 

design alternatives [14]. Given the hardware platform model and the application model, this 

tool searches for design alternatives that fulfil the design constraints (e.g., performance 

constraints). 

3.4.1.1 A-DSE 

The analytical design space exploration framework (DeSyDe) [15], in the context of 

CONTREX referred to as A-DSE, is a key component of a correct-by-construction design flow. 
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It targets real-time applications and multiprocessor system-on-chip target platforms (MPSoCs). 

As opposed to simulation-based techniques, it relies on formal models and performance 

analysis based on worst-case scenarios. The core of the A-DSE framework is a constraint 

programming model, instead of incomplete heuristics that cannot guarantee optimality, which 

makes the approach potentially optimal and complete.  

We use the Gecode tool for modelling and solving our constraint problem [16]. A constraint 

solver performs propagation, branching and search in an intertwined manner. Propagation 

removes values from the domain of design variables that result in infeasible designs, i.e. designs 

that violate one or more design constraints. For instance, it removes a mapping which results in 

an overloaded processor. Branching constructs a search tree based on the remaining values in 

the domain of variables, e.g., it maps a particular task to a particular processor. Search selects 

nodes from the tree that is constructed by branching to be explored. 

 

Figure 3.9: Overview of the analytical DSE framework 

Figure 3.9 gives an overview of the current state of the A-DSE framework. Since it targets 

applications with real-time requirements, the underlying platform model must provide 

predictable service guarantees. Currently, this is ensured by time-division multiplexed 

arbitration of the interconnect, specifically a TDMA bus. The processing elements can be 

heterogeneous in nature, also supporting hardware accelerators, but the worst-case execution 

times (WCETs) of application functions for each feasible mapping must be provided to the 

framework (“platform-specific application properties”). A-DSE currently supports two 

application models: synchronous dataflow MoC (SDF) [15] and independent periodic tasks 

[17]. The SDF applications are scheduled using a static schedule, while the periodic tasks are 

scheduled using a real-time operating system at run-time. The A-DSE performs the 

schedulability analysis during the design phase for the periodic tasks. For each SDF application, 

a set of design constraints defines the requirements that a mapping of the application onto 

platform must fulfil. These constraints concern performance and cost metrics such as 

throughput and memory consumption and also restrictions for mapping and scheduling 
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decisions. The periodic tasks, however, have deadline constraints, i.e., each instance of the 

periodic task has to finish its execution before it corresponding deadline. 

The A-DSE tool relies on XML files in SDF3-format [18] for the SDF application graphs. The 

platform specification and processor-specific application properties as well as the periodic task 

specifications are provided as XML files.  

Using all these input models and data, the A-DSE performs the three interdependent activities 

of mapping, scheduling and performance analysis. A-DSE has support for mixed-criticality, in 

terms of hard and best-effort constraints. Hard constraints must be fulfilled, while best-effort 

constraints are subject to optimization, using the resources that remain after all hard constraints 

are fulfilled. Note that when optimizing with respecting a particular criterion, the A-DSE tool 

uses the branch-and-bound algorithm for searching the design space. This algorithm basically 

adds a constraint after finding a solution to impose that the new nodes must result in a better 

solution (according to the given criterion) than the nodes visited so far. Moreover, the A-DSE 

tool performs single objective optimization. In cases where multiple objectives are of interest, 

the objectives have to be combined into one objective function. 

The cost and performance metrics currently included in the analysis performed by the A-DSE 

are minimum throughput (also including communication delay analysis), memory 

consumption, platform utilization, power consumption and communication buffer 

dimensioning.  

3.4.1.2 INARK 

INark is a new tool developed within CONTREX used to perform a dependency check for 

automatically finding possible interactions between tasks during the design of a mixed critical 

embedded system. The tool searches on an abstract system model for the possible interactions, 

thus helping pruning all the design configurations not respecting the considered criticality 

constraints. In this way the methodology can be used to speed-up the following design space 

exploration phase based on functional models (e.g. simulation based) avoiding costly 

evaluations. 

This tool gets as input an XML description of the system with a lot of design options and prune 

the space removing all the designs where a non-interference rule is not respected. It is focused 

on the integration of non-critical tasks while trying to use the already existing SW/HW 

platform. The main idea is to find possible interactions between tasks not only during the 

scheduling process but also due to the underlying HW platform. The tool consists in a graphic 

interface that is used to create the input xml and another program that is called through scripts 

and performs the check on the configurations. 

The tool performs the checks on the static structure of the whole design. It works with a layered 

model that is a graph on five levels, where the nodes of the graph are the components of the 

SoC and the edges are the connections between components. The five layers are inspired by 

some UML-MARTE views: 

 Layer 1: Functionality. This layer refers to the pure functional view of the system, by 

including the lists of functionalities. It is created having in mind the Application view. 

The criticality has to be specified here. 
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 Layer 2: Tasks. This layer includes the software elements (processes, threads) 

implementing the requested functionalities. It is created considering the concurrency 

view. 

 Layer 3: Controllers. This layer includes the system software controllers, with their 

characteristics (e.g. Operative Systems). It is inspired by the software platform view. 

 Layer 4: Resources. This layer refers to the hardware architectural view, including 

components such as processing units, memories and buses. It is related to the hardware 

platform view. 

 Layer 5: Physical. This layer refers to the geometrical view in terms of physical 

elements such as chips and/or boards. It is inspired by the HWphysical view and the 

idea behind this is to trace somehow the placement of the resources to collect 

information about thermal influence. 

 

 

Figure 10 - INARK Graphical User Interface 

The model is then explored from the low criticality tasks searching a path that connects them 

with the critical ones. If a path is found that means that the non-critical task can interfere with 

the critical one. An interference is defined as any possible interaction between two tasks that 

happens on a lower level, between the components that are used to execute the tasks. In 
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particular this means that an interference in Layer 3 means that the non-critical task is mapped 

on the same OS of the critical and that OS is not able to stop the execution of the non critical 

task to execute the critical one when it is required. An interference in Layer 4 means that there 

is a shared resource where the arbitration may choose to execute an instruction coming from a 

processing unit working on a non-critical task instead of an instruction coming from a 

processing unit executing a critical task. Lastly the complete search (up to layer 5) is done to 

check if it is possible that the non-critical task, with an excessive number of operations, can 

generate an overheating of a board where a component used by a critical task is mapped. 

 

In the CONTREX context this tool is used after the analysis of the critical and real-time part of 

the design, done by the ADSE framework, to add the best effort tasks and prune the generated 

design space before going to the simulation phase. The description of the integration within the 

JAS-DSE flow will be postponed later in the document to Section 3.4.3. 

Summarizing, the modelling features of INARK are the following:  

 Light tool, checks a configuration correctness in a few milliseconds, thus enable to 

check a large set of solutions: 

 Does not perform runtime analysis. Pros: (i) Does not need runtime information (like 

WCET) so the input data is really general, (ii) Fastness of the tool. Cons: Cannot 

guarantee correctness of accepted solution at run-time but only a topological validation. 

 Given the mapping options for best-effort/low-critical tasks, automatically generates the 

combinations (i.e. all the design space). 

 

3.4.2 Simulation-Based DSE Infrastructures 

This section describes the tools involved in the simulation-based phase of the proposed JAS-

DSE flow.  

3.4.2.1 Simulation-based Performance Analysis 

KisTA 

A performance analysis tool called KisTA (Section 3.2.3) has been used in CONTREX for the 

implementation of the JAS-DSE flow research. KisTA was initially developed by KTH and 

currently maintained by UC2. The main purpose of the KisTA development was to have a time 

analysis simulation-based framework for the initial proof-of-concept implementations of the 

Joint Analytical and Simulation-based DSE flows. The advantages of the KisTA framework 

can be summarized as the following ones: 

 It relies on standard SystemC and can benefit from numerous works on speeding-up 

SystemC simulations. 

                                                 
2 Its development was initiated by Fernando Herrera while he was Post-doc researcher in KTH. Dr. Herrera moved 

to UC at the beginning of the second year of the CONTREX project and he is still maintaining the tool. 
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 From its conception was designed and extended to enable the build of system models fully 

consistent with the models  supported by the KTH analytical DSE tool (A-DSE). It includes 

the modelling of an application that can be easily associated to a homogeneous SDF task 

graph, static mapping of tasks to local schedulers, static scheduling in local schedulers, 

impact of network interfaces, and a performance model of a TDMA bus. 

 Easy switch of the model to consider either worst-case workloads or dynamic workloads. 

The former enable a simulation-based worst-case analysis. This feature enables the 

validation of the performance assessments done by the Analytical-DSE tool and thus as a 

check on the consistency of the models. 

 It supports the XML Multicube front-end, and thus a smooth integration with the MOST 

exploration tool. 

 It supports the report of the throughput and usage metrics reported by A-DSE. 

KisTA has other additional features, like modelling of dynamic scheduling policies, integration 

of static analysis and graphical export of traces and model architecture. 

In CONTREX, KisTA has been extended to support the assessment of energy and power 

consumption figures, relying on the instructions assessments. This enables to perform in the 

simulation-based a more holistic analysis in the sense that the cost function can take into 

account more types of performance metrics (time, energy, consumption). 

VIPPE 

The roadmap traced CONTREX for the implementation of the JAS-DSE flow leads to 

eventually use VIPPE (instead of KisTA) in the simulation-base DSE phase of the proposed 

joint analytical and simulation based (JAS) DSE flow (Section 3.4.3). A VIPPE introduction is 

given in Section 3.2.1. The most important reasons to propose VIPPE as simulation framework 

for the JAS-DSE are: 

 Simulation speed: VIPPE will greatly surpass KisTA in terms of simulation speed, which is 

crucial in DSE. KisTA is event-based, while VIPPE is more “cycle-based” where each 

“cycle” is a “time slice”. In the experiments on the first version of the JAS-DSE framework 

it was checked that KisTA simulation speed greatly limited any benefits from eventual pipe-

lining of the analytical and simulation-based phases. 

 Accurate modelling of extra-functional properties: Although in CONTREX, KisTA has been 

extended to support energy and power reports, VIPPE performance assessments shall be 

more accurate as they rely on sophisticated annotation techniques developed in CONTREX 

and fast models of caches (reported in D3.1.3). KisTA relies on an open, but simple 

annotation mechanism and does not model caches. Moreover, in CONTREX has already 

been extended for power trace reports, which enables the connection to frameworks for 

dynamic temperature in CONTREX (Thermal Profiler). 

3.4.2.2 MOST 

The Multi-objective System Tuner (MOST) tool provides a re-targetable framework to drive 

the designer towards near-optimal solutions to the architectural exploration problem, supporting 

multi-objective design optimization and given multiple constraints.  
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MOST is re-targetable to many types of optimization problems, since it does not include any 

model of the target problem, but provides a standard interface to enable an easy integration of 

such problem models. The target problem model has to accept as input a solution, that is, a set 

of values for the explorable variables of the target problem, and provides a result, typically 

some performance metrics, whose value is to be optimized and/or kept under certain constraints. 

MOST decides and provides to the target model the solutions to be explored, and thus to be 

assessed, and receives and analyzes each response of the target model. 

MOST has a modular structure regarding its internal components: Design of Experiments 

(DoEs), Response Surface Modeling (RSMs) and optimization algorithms.  

 DoEs are techniques used to start analyzing the system behavior with a small number of 

experiments. 

 RSMs are techniques used to describe the analytical relation between several design 

parameters and one or more response variables. 

 The optimization algorithms are the heuristics used to dynamically select the next 

configurations to evaluate in the DSE loop. 

The tool provides a command line interface to the exploration kernel that enables the 

construction of automated exploration strategies combining the three elements highlighted 

before. Those strategies are implemented by means of command scripts interpreted by the tool 

without the need of any manual intervention. This structure has been implemented to support 

the batch execution of complex strategies since the long time required to the simulation-based 

DSE is less prone to human intervention. 

Within the mixed-critical context, the simulation-based DSE that is driven by MOST has been 

envisioned to be considered as a second step after the analytical DSE (as described in Section 

3.4.3). To support these requirements, MOST has been extended with the needed integrations 

capabilities. The exploration engine has been enhanced to work not only with fully specified 

design spaces (in terms of boundaries) but also considering that all the set of possible solutions 

is provided by an external tool that pre-filters a valid set.   

A Replica DoE has been developed to import a custom design of experiment. It facilitates the 

import of the valid solution set, despite such set can be irregular, removing the need to be 

homogeneously distributed along the ranges defined by the explored variables. Additionally, 

new heuristics have been developed within MOST to deal with such type of design spaces: 

Adaptive Replica Search and NSGA-II-Irregular. While the Adaptive Replica Search is an 

algorithm that deals with irregular spaces by selecting the solution to be visited within the valid 

solution set considering a probability dependent on the distance from the partial Pareto set on 

the exploration time, the NSGA-II-irregular is based on the NSGA-II algorithm where some 

operators have been adapted. 

Adaptive Replica Search. Lot of heuristics exists in literature to support the design space 

exploration phase. However deter- mine what is the best heuristic for each problem is not as 

easy as expected since there is the so-called “No Free Lunch Theorem”. This theorem 

demonstrates that does not exist the best heuristic for all problems since the exploration spaces 

are different both in terms of parameters and response variables. In particular, the design space 

we are facing for the simulation-based DSE is not conventional. Usually the design space shape 

is similar to an n-cube, where n is the number of tunable parameters, where some cuts can exist 

given some design constraints that can involve a subset of design parameters. In our case, in 
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addition to those cuts there are also a large set of solutions that cannot be considered valid since 

they have been filtered by the analytical phase. Those missing solutions can be a large fraction 

of the design space and are irregularly distributed into it, making the optimization problem hard 

to be faced with standard heuristics. A new algorithm was integrated in MOST tool and used to 

reduce the search time over the entire set of valid configurations (i.e., solutions of the compliant 

set) produced by the A-DSE tool, called Adaptive Replica Serach (ARS) exploration strategy 

(see Algorithm here after). The strategy differs from classical global optimization algorithms 

since it is specifically designed for problems where the domain of the search is not the entire 

design space Ω but it is limited to the configurations that are included in a valid- subset Ω’, as 

the compliant set of the proposed methodology. This characteristic makes the ARS search 

strategy efficient also when, due to a set of constraints, there are irregular cuts in the design 

space or when the number of valid solutions is much less than the total number of configurations 

in the whole design space (without applying the constraints).  

 

 

Figure 11 - Adaptive Replica Search Algorithm 

The structure of the search strategy is composed of two phases. The first phase (line 1–8) is a 

global phase where an initial iterative random sampling composed by πARS points occurs over 

the entire feasible region. At each iteration the sampled configuration is evaluated and the 

intermediate Pareto curve Λ is updated. The second phase (line 9–19) is a more local phase that 

implements an iterative random sampling more focused on the valid region close to the 

intermediate Pareto set Λ. This second phase is iterated up to a maximum number of evaluated 

configurations, represented by the input parameter εARS (line 9). At each iteration, a 

configuration χ is sampled over the valid set (line 10) and a probability of acceptance Pχ
acc is 

calculated based on the minimum Hamming Distance with respect to the intermediate Pareto 
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set (line 11–12). In fact, to focus more in solutions that are close to the Pareto front and reducing 

the risk of falling in a local minima, a probability function weighted with the distance has been 

adopted instead of a deterministic choice. The probability of acceptance for a point χ depends 

not only on the Hamming distance θ
χ

hd
 
but also on a base probability value PARS

base that 

represents a minimum value for the acceptance probability. Additionally, the acceptance 

probability is reduced over the time (considering the same Hamming distance) depending on 

the number of configurations that have been evaluated. If the configuration χ is accepted (line 

13–18), it will be evaluated and the intermediate Pareto set is updated considering the new 

solution. Notice that, in the context of the proposed methodology, an evaluation means a 

simulation of the solution.  

An example of validation of the proposed heuristic on a Design Space Exploration problem 

used within the JAS-DSE flow (see Next Section) is represented by Figure 12 where it can be 

noticed how with a small fraction of explored space we can find solutions very close to the best 

Pareto Curve. 

 

Figure 12 - ARS performance for a JAS-DSE example 

3.4.3 Evolved Joint Analytical/Simulation-Based DSE Tools 

Design space exploration (DSE) is a central activity of embedded system design. From a model 

of the system and of the architecture, and by considering a set of parameters and aspects which 

define a solution, a DSE framework is in charge of finding the most efficient solutions given a 

set of optimization goals, fulfilling the design constraints. As shown in the previous sections, 

two main approaches to DSE are distinguished, analytical and simulation-based DSE. In order 

to combine the advantages of both approaches, a joint analytical and simulation-based (JAS-) 

DSE approach is proposed in the context of CONTREX [19].  

Joint analytical and simulation-based (JAS-) DSE flows typically consist of two phases, where 

a first analytical DSE phase obtains a set of solutions satisfying a set of constraints (compliant 

set). Then, the search of the Pareto solutions is delegated to the second phase, where simulation 

is used for a more accurate performance assessment of each solution, thus for a more precise 

search of the optimal solutions.  

Analytical performance models enable fast exploration, while simulation-based approaches can 

provide higher accuracy, since they enable complex time-variant and state-dependent 

performance models, and consider the most likely input stimuli. The simulation-based part is 

also used to optimize the system not only considering time-related functions but also other 

extra-functional properties such as energy, power and temperature. 
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A clear application of this two-phase scheme is the search of efficient designs for real-time 

systems or where, as in the mixed-critical systems, a part of the system has real time constraints. 

This kind of systems typically relies on predictable platforms and a set of simplifications and 

assumptions that enable to develop analytical performance models. Thus, in the analytical phase 

hard real-time constraints can be used to cut the initial space of solutions to be then visited by 

a simulation-based approach. However, the applicability of this JAS-DSE approach is 

jeopardized since it can be hardly scalable to support the design of the next generation of 

predictable systems, where there is a growing interest on multi-core implementation solutions. 

For such cases, even considering reduced application complexities (a few tasks), the number of 

solutions compliant with the hard constraints used in the analytical phase can still be very large, 

making practically infeasible an exhaustive simulation-based assessment of them.  

The proposal of the enhanced JAS-DSE flow lets the analytical phase deliver a larger set of 

compliant solutions to the simulation-based phase (moreover, this can be desirable for raising 

chances for finding more efficient solutions in the later simulation-based phase), and adds 

heuristics on the simulation-based exploration to reduce the simulation effort required to 

explore the compliant set. For the aforementioned case of real-time system design, it enables to 

maximize the chances to find actual Pareto-optimal solutions, based on the accuracy of the 

simulation-based assessment, without compromising the fulfillment of hard real-time 

constraints. Specifically, the proposed approach enables a tunable and potentially drastic speed-

up of the simulation-based DSE phase by supporting heuristic-based exploration in the 

simulation-based phase, as shown in Figure 3.13. Moreover, the proposed flow solves the 

problem that exploration in the simulation-based phase must consider only the compliant 

solutions (outcome of the analytical phase), and that such set can be irregular (in general, a 

collection of disperse points in the multi-dimensional design space).  
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Figure 3.13: The proposed JAS-DSE flow 

 

Up to M24, the implementation of the JAS-DSE flow focused on the modeling and DSE of 

predictable multi-core systems, because they represent a clear application case of the proposed 

methodology, and a convenient first step for a tool prototype, before covering more generic 

cases. Between M24 and M36, the methodology has been enriched with the possibility not only 

to consider real-time tasks but also best-effort tasks, which enables the consideration of case of 

a mixed-critical system as implemented in the CONTREX use cases.  

Figure 3.13 shows the status of the JAS-DSE flow, updated with the new components, including 

details related to interfaces and tools involved.  

The methodology requires to describe the application in terms of SDF3 format or Periodic tasks, 

annotated with WCET values and period, and to specify a platform template (including possible 

design alternatives) for the exploration part. Those two specifications are then elaborated by 

the analytical DSE phase leveraging on a Constraint Programming framework reduces the 

possible design alternatives to only those that satisfy the application constraints in terms of 

timing (WCET).  

Immediately after the critical application design analysis done by the ADSE tool, the best effort 

applications are introduced in the design process. This creates a bigger design space that is 

explored with iNARK to prune automatically the solutions where exists a possible interactions 

from tasks at low criticality levels towards high criticality tasks. The tool searches on an abstract 

system model for the possible interactions, thus helping in pruning all the design configurations 

not respecting the considered criticality constraints. The objective is to speed-up the following 
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simulation-based design space exploration avoiding costly evaluations that are topologically 

not valid.  

The enriched compliant set is then taken as input by the simulation-based DSE phase together 

with the application functionality and also non-critical tasks description.  The compliant set is 

read by MOST by means of the replica-DoE to start driving the exploration. Only the 

configurations that have been considered valid will be explored in this phase. The MOST 

heuristic (ARS, Adaptive Replica Search) selects the most suitable configurations and passes 

the configurations to the system model implemented within the KisTA simulation tool to derive 

the system metrics as average timing, throughput, energy etc.  

To better clarify the several phases of the JAS-DSE flow in the context of mixed-critical 

systems here after we presents a very simple example including all the intermediate results and 

analysed solutions. 

3.4.3.1 JAS-DSE Example 

As a simple demonstrative example of the JAS-DSE flow chain we created this system with 3 

periodic critical tasks (that in the following will be called T1, T2 and T3) and 2 best effort tasks 

(that in the following will be called BE1, and BE2) that have to be mapped on a multicore 

platform composed by 3 Processing Elements (PEs), each one including a memory accessible 

also from outside. The processing nodes are able to communicate by using a TDMA bus. From 

the OS point of view, two PEs are using a real-time OS (RTOS) including a static priority 

scheduler (where BE tasks are scheduled only after the Critical ones) and one PE is using a 

round robin OS (RROS).  

 

Figure 14 - JAS simple Example 

The critical tasks work as follow: T1 uses half the computational time of a PE, and creates some 

data that are needed by T3. T2 uses 60% of computational time of a PE, T3 uses 30%. Those 

percentage are intended as WCET of the task over the period. A BE task use all the available 

computational time of the PE it is mapped on.  

The exploration problem for this example is intended for finding the optimal mapping of all the 

critical and best-effort tasks on the given platform, while respecting the requirements on the 
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periodic critical tasks, maximizing the computing bandwidth assigned to the BE tasks and 

minimizing the power dissipation. 

ADSE  

The platform model and the set of critical tasks is given to the ADSE tool that will produce the 

following output: 

Table 3 - Valid configurations after ADSE step 

 PE1 PE2 PE3 

1 T1 T2 T3 

2 T1 T3 T2 

3 T2 T1 T3 

4 T2 T3 T1 

5 T3 T2 T1 

6 T3 T1 T2 

7 - T2 T3 T1 

8 T1 T2 T3 - 

9 T2 T3 T1 - 

10 T2 T3 - T1 

11 T1 T3 T2 - 

12 T1 T3 - T2 

13 T2 T1 T3 - 

14 - T1 T3 T2 

Lines 1-6 are permutations of the assignment of one task to each PE, lines 7-10 are the solutions 

in which T2 and T3 are mapped on the same PE (possible since they will use 90% of 

computational time). Anyway they cannot be mapped on the Round Robin OS since there is no 

guaranteed order of execution. Last lines are the solution where T1 is mapped on the same 

platform of T3. T1 and T2 cannot be coupled since they require more computational power than 

what is provided by a single PE. 

iNARK 

The BE tasks are now integrated in the system and their mapping is checked with iNARK. For 

every line of the previous table all the possible combinations are created and only the ones that 

respect the non-interference rule are effectively added in the table. For example let's take line 7 

(PE1:{}, PE2: {T2, T3}, PE3: {T1}) in Table 3:  
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Table 4 - Example of iNARK output table for a single ADSE entry line 

 PE1 PE2 PE3 

[…] […] […] […] 

7.1 BE1 BE2 T2 T3 T1 

7.2 BE1 BE2 T2 T3  T1 

7.3 BE1 T2 T3 T1 BE2 

7.4 BE2 T2 T3 BE1  T1 

7.5 - T2 T3 BE1 BE2 T1 

7.6 - T2 T3 BE1 T1 BE2 

7.7 BE2 T2 T3 T1 BE1 

7.8 - T2 T3 BE2 T1 BE1  

7.9 - T2 T3 T1 BE1 BE2 

[…] […] […] […] 

All the combinations where a BE task is mapped on the RROS together with the critical task 

T1 are discarded by iNARK, since there is no guarantee that the critical task mapped on it is 

given priority as soon as it is ready. 

The output of this step is a table containing all the accepted configurations (82 points for the 

considered example, when expanding all the lines of the ADSE output table as done for Line 7 

in Table 4). 

Simulation Phase: MOST and KisTA 

The table produced by iNARK is then loaded by MOST tool creating the target design space to 

be used for the simulative part. In this case, being a simple example, all the solutions have been 

evaluated by MOST using KisTA simulator.  

The Pareto curve obtained at the end of the evaluation of all the solutions is represented in 

Figure 15. The X axis represents the power consumed by the entire system (maximum PE power 

is 110mW) and on the Y axis there is a value inversely proportional to the time dedicated to the 

BE tasks (Inv_BE_BW). 
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Figure 15 - Final JAS-DSE Pareto Curve 

3.4.4 3rd JAS-DSE flow implementation 
 

CONTREX has evolved the seminal idea on JAS-DSE for time critical and mixed-critical 

systems posed in [20]. Table 5 tries to summarize the main advantages and enhancements of 

each version to give an idea of the evolution in CONTREX and of the present and future steps 

of the work. 

As Table 5, the first implementation of the JAS-DSE flow completed in CONTREX enabled 

the integration of the analytical DSE tool (DeSyDe) and of the tools involved in the simulation-

based DSE phase. A main achievement there was to enable the heuristic search in the 

simulation-based phase (ARS heuristic), at the same time that the analytical and simulation 

phases where connected (the simulation-base phase needs to deal with the compliant set). 

 

 

Table 5. Summary of the evolution of JAS-DSE for MCS design in CONTREX. 

 

Ver. Status Main Partner 

Tools 

Involved 

Main Additional Benefits and Approach 

1 Completed 

M24 

DeSyDe, 

MOST,KisTA 

Time-critical (MCS in terms of performance 

requirements of different criticality); Support 

heuristic search (ARS) in simulation phase. 

2 M36 DeSyDe, 

iNARK, 

MOST, KisTA 

Support of MCS (several applications); Analytical 

(iNARK) prune of enriched model (MCS with 

sharing of computation resources); Supports new 

strategies in simulation phase; Considers 

Energy&Power.  

3 Flow 

defined, 

VIPPE 

XML ready 

DeSyDe, 

MOST, VIPPE 

Support of MCS (Several applications); Separation 

of computation of critical tasks from BE tasks, 

share of communication resources; More accurate 

performance estimates in the simulation-based 

phase. 

 

The second version of the JAS-DSE phase is a qualitative advance in applying JAS-DSE for 

efficient design of Mixed-criticality systems. The approach followed is to enable BE tasks to 
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share computation resources with the real-time tasks. This grows the design space such there 

are admissible solutions where BE tasks can use the processor slack times (i.e., times where 

PEs remain unused in the PEs managed by the RTOS)3, and also non-admissible solutions in 

terms of the rules which observe the fulfilment of critical performance constraints (tied to 

critical tasks). The iNARK framework allows this enrichment of the design space (by adding 

BE tasks to the analysis) and, eventually, the pruning of the enriched design space. The second 

version also enabled a more holistic exploration in terms of extra-functional properties (time, 

energy, power) as KisTA simulator enabled energy and power estimations. 

 

In CONTREX, work towards the completion of a 3rd implementation of the JAS-DSE flow, has 

been completed. This implementation has a two-fold objective. 

 

A first objective is an improved analysis on the simulation-base phase. The improvements 

expected are in terms of simulation speed and accuracy on the estimations. The former aspect 

shall speed-up the JAS-DSE flow. Moreover, it can make the pipelining of the analytical and 

DSE flow (giving place to a next evolution to the framework). The improvements on accuracy 

shall improve the confidence on the reported Pareto set. The change in the implementation here 

is the integration of the VIPPE tool. The critical extension of VIPPE for this purpose, i.e. the 

support of a Multicube-compliant XML front-end for automated connection with exploration 

tools like MOST has been already completed. Other VIPPE extensions for fast and accurate 

performance estimations have been also accomplished in CONTREX and mostly reported in 

D3.1.x and D3.4.x deliverables. 

 

A second, and important objective is related to application to MCS design. The objective is the 

possibility to find efficient design over shared resources, such solutions significantly more 

efficient than the ones based on design approaches based on the separation of resource is 

achieved. In general, the idea is to break the separation of resources in some manner on some 

type of resource of the system. As was explained, the 2nd version of the JAS-DSE flow explored 

the sharing of computational resources handled by RTOS. In the third, on-going version, the 

idea is to keep separation of computational resources, but have this sharing on the 

communication resource. As mentioned, this is on-going. However, the approach is defined, 

and thus part of the accomplished work by the time of this report. Therefore, it is reported in 

the following subsection. 

3.4.4.1 JAS-DSE of MCS targeted to heterogeneous platforms on top of 
Priority Division (PD) bus 

This approach presumes the advantage of fitting better to some classical separation as the one 

posed in the quadcopter example. This enables also to consider BE tasks running on highly 

optimized computational resources. The assumption is that typically those BE tasks are 

computation resource hungry. In this scenario, it is reasonable to expect that moving tasks from 

optimized computational resources (CortexArm9 at 867MHz +caches) to microblaze cores 

without cores at 50MHz might provide limited trade-offs. However, a typical bottleneck use to 

be on the communication resources.  

 

The solution explores in the described version of the JAS-DSE flow explores a solution relying 

on platforms heterogeneous in terms of predictability. Specifically, the quadcopter use case 

describes a predictable part of the platform (relying on microblaze cores without caches) and a 

performance oriented part, whose core is the Zynq processing system, with 2 CortexA9 cores, 

                                                 
3 Here the critical tasks take precedence on the BE tasks.  
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L1 and L2 caches, and eventually hardly predictable elements, making difficult the worst-case 

analysis.  

 

In the use case, a simple memory based unidirectional communication has been proposed. This 

is a specific case of a more generic solution which would consist on the use of dedicated 

channels. A bit more sophisticated and still safe approach for the communication of the 

predictable computational resources with the performance oriented computational resources is 

to rely on a TDMA bus. The TDMA bus means a physical sharing of the communication 

resource, but it splits the communication bandwidth into specific units (slots) which allow an 

effective separation of the communication resources. This allows to pose a two step illustrated 

in Figure 16 and Figure 17. In the first step (Figure 16), the analytical DSE tool provides the 

set of compliant solutions. For each compliant solution, the amount of slots allocated to each 

processing node are computed. 

 

 

Figure 16 – For each compliant solution assessed by the analytical DSE tool, the amount of slots of the 

TDMA bus allocated to each processing node are stated. 

 

In the second step (Figure 17), the system model is augmented with the performance oriented 

platform, where the best effort applications are mapped. This augmented model can be analyzed 

by simulation, and optimal configuration searched.  

   

 

Figure 17 – A simple and safe approach to preserve the validity and safety of the solutions assessed for the 

critical part of the MCS is to augment the system with a performance oriented platform where to map the 

best effort applications, and allocate additional slots for best effort communications.   
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In order to ensure the validity of the configurations assessed by the analytical DSE, the 

communications among PEs on the performance oriented part are allocated to additional slots 

available in the TDMA bus. In the worst case, the demand of the best effort applications can 

exceed the capacity of the TDMA bus. In any case, the solution found will add slots (so it will 

use additional resources of the TDMA bus. 

 

The solution targeted in the implementation reported in this section targets a more radical twist 

on the sharing of the sources. It starts from the observation that a TDMA bus, while enables the 

time-domain separation of the communication resource and predictability on communication 

times, it also provokes the waste of bandwidth. In effect, the allocation of TDMA slots at the 

predictable part comes after a worst-case analysis (considering worst-case times and worst-case 

communication times). In the average case, this will involve an infra utilization of the slots. In 

the average case (or under specific scenarios) the slots will have slack times, or even there can 

be slots fully unused. At some extend, the TDMA can be seen as an opposite solution to a 

classical bus with contention. Therefore, the reasonable question which arises is if there is an 

“intermediate” solution, able to ensure the bandwidth required by the critical tasks and at the 

same time optimize the use of the communication resource. 

 

The answer comes after the revision on the latest advances on the bus architectures for multi-

node architectures. That revision lead to a classification distinguishing at least the following 

bus types according to the arbitration mechanism: 

 Fixed priority 

 Round Robin 

 TDMA 

 Priority division 

Specifically, we propose the use of a Priority Division (PD) bus arbitration scheme [21] as 

communication solution for communication of predictable processing cores and performance 

oriented processing cores. A PD bus can be understood as a TDMA bus where each slot is not 

handled in exclusivity by a processing node. Instead, all processing nodes can access the PD 

bus at each slot, and a priority list has to be defined for each slot, stating the access precedence 

of the processing elements during the slot. A key aspect of the PD-bus implementation is to 

allow a quick allocation of the bus to a higher priority processing element when it demands a 

transfer and a lower priority task (at that slot) is using the bus [22].  

 

Therefore, in a PD-bus, a high configurability and thus, design space, is enabled, since slots 

assignation and a priority list per slot have to be defined at design time. 

 

In the proposed JAS-DSE flow, the first step illustrated in Figure 17 is applicable and applied. 

That is, for the analytical DSE, the PD-bus is modelled (abstracted) as a classical TDMA bus. 

Then, the analytical DSE is applied over the critical part (critical tasks t1-t5 in the figures on top 

of the predictable computational platform, comprising P0-PM processors). 

 

Then, in a second step, the system model is augmented with the performance oriented 

computational part and connected to the PD bus. The simulation-based analysis will enable the 

assessing of different configurations of the whole system (which, as well as other design 

parameters, have to define the slot priority lists) and finding of those which better exploit 

eventual empty slots and/or slack times of the slots. 
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The least expected benefit is a better use of the bus bandwidth (using one or more slots less) 

than the solution illustrated in Figure 17. Moreover, the solution has the potential to find 

solutions for bandwidths for which a TDMA bus based solution will not serve (as illustrated in 

Figure 18). The communication BW optimization limit is to achieve solutions where all the 

communication needs are covered with the minimum slot assignation yielded by the analytical 

DSE phase (as illustrated in Figure 19). 

 

 

Figure 18 – The proposed solution relies on a heterogeneous platform where predictable and performance 

optimized processing cores communicate through a Priority-Division bus. 

 

 

Figure 19 – A PD-bus based solution where the slot assignation from the analytical DSE phase  

 

A further clarification on the design flow has to be done. In order to keep the validity of the 

analytical DSE results on the augmented system model, the amount of slots allocated for the 

predictable processors (used for executing the critical part) has to be translated into specific 

constraints on the slots priority list. Specifically, for each slot allocated for a predictable 

resource in a solution assessed by the analytical DSE, a slot of the PD-bus is constrained such 

that predictable resource appears the first in the priority list. The remaining positions in the slot 

priority list remain open. 
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A simple example is illustrated in the next two tables. Table 6 illustrates a possible slot 

assignation of a compliant solution mapped to the predictable system model and found by the 

analytical DSE. In this simple example let assume a 10 slots bus. Table 6 solution shows that 

not all the slots are used. In a TDMA based solutions, only 6-10 slots are available for the BE 

tasks. In the proposed solutions, the ARM processors, and this all the BE applications can still 

rely on the ten slots. 

Table 6. A possible slot assignation for a compliant solution of the analytical DSE phase. 

MB1 (predictable) MB2 (predictable) ARM1 (performance) ARM2 (performance) 
1,2,3 4,5   

 

Table 7 illustrates the translation of the analytical DSE slot assignation into constraints on the 

slots priority lists (in black). The completion of the lists (in blue) illustrate the high of flexibility 

in the finding of a solution. It obviously increases the design space, so the chances for finding 

a more efficient solution (and also the needs for fast explorations based on fast simulations and 

smart heuristics). 

Table 7. Constrains (in black) on the priority lists to preserve the slot allocation stated by the analytical 

DSE for a solution (lower number means higher priority). A possible completion of the priority is printed 

in blue to illustrate the design space for communication resources. 

 

 Slots 

Prio 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 MB1 MB1 MB1 MB2 MB2 ARM1 ARM1 ARM2 ARM2 ARM2 

2 MB2 MB2 MB2 MB2 ARM1 ARM2 ARM2 ARM1 ARM1 MB1 

3 ARM1 ARM1 ARM2 ARM2 ARM2 MB1 MB2 MB1 MB2 MB2 

4 ARM2 ARM2 ARM1 ARM1 MB1 MB2 MB1 MB2 MB1 ARM1 
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4 Validation Tools  

Once a system model is refined or implemented, it is validated against the original specification 

to ensure the functional and extra-functional requirements are fulfilled. Validation might be 

performed by simulation or by means of formal verification techniques. This section reports the 

validation tools used in CONTREX design flows.  

4.1 System Level Node Simulation 

4.1.1 OVP for simulating Virtual Platforms 

Open Virtual Platforms™ [20] (OVP™) by Imperas™ provides a complete simulation 

infrastructure for virtual platforms of embedded systems. OVP™ consists of three main 

components: OVP APIs to build own models and to create extensions for the simulator, a library 

that contains many open source processor and peripheral models that are free available and 

OVPsim™ which is the simulation kernel to execute these models. Since OVP™ is only 

programmed to perform functional simulations it enables very fast simulation speeds. This is 

done by using code morphing from the virtualized processor’s instruction set to the host 

processor’s x86 instruction set. The virtual platforms simulated by OVPsim™ are observable 

via the APIs and debuggers that can be connected to the processor models. In that way OVP™ 

can be used as a development environment for embedded software. 

CONTREX use-cases 1a/b and 3 are using the Xilinx ZYNQ 7000 platform for their 

demonstrators. Both processors, the ARM Cortex A9 dual-core as well as the Xilinx 

MicroBlaze softcore, are available as OVP™ models. In that way OVP™ can be used to build 

virtual platforms of the demonstrator’s platforms. With the available OVP APIs extensions can 

be developed for the virtual platforms to implement extra-functional models, like timing or 

power models. 

In the CONTREX design flow, OVP based virtual platforms are used for functional validation 

at system level. Furthermore, we develop extensions to these virtual platforms that enable the 

simulation and estimation of power dissipation, as well as extensions for more accurate timing 

simulations. A detailed description of the extensions is given in [10]. 

4.1.2 Intel® Docea™ Thermal Profiler for thermal modelling and simulation  

Intel® Docea™ Thermal Profiler is a software solution for thermal modelling and simulation. 

It enables system architects, designers and thermal experts to create thermal models for devices 

assumed to be conductive systems. The convection and radiation effects are modelled with heat 

transfer coefficients at the system boundaries. The 3D system description can be automatically 

imported from standard Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tools. 

Fast steady state and step response simulations can then be performed on the models, or 

compact thermal models that will be generally 3 orders of magnitudes smaller in size and faster 

to simulate than the original models can be generated. Compact thermal model provide the 

boost in simulation performance necessary to simulate temperature responses to dynamic power 

profiles, providing key insights into time to thresholds and thermal mitigation policies 

effectiveness. 

The tool is composed of the following modules: 
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 A graphic user interface (GUI) 

 A 3D modeller to capture devices geometries, material properties and environment 

conditions (heat transfer coefficients on the system boundaries) 

 A steady state and a step response thermal solver 

 A compact thermal model generator 

 A transient simulation environment for dynamic thermal analysis 

 An application programmable interface (API) to automate model import from computational 

fluid dynamics (CFD) tools, parameterize model construction and support batch simulation 

mode 

 

 
Figure 4.1: GUI and 3D modeller of Intel® Docea™ Thermal Profiler. 

4.1.3 Intel® Docea™ Power Simulator for power modelling and simulation  

Intel® Docea™ Power Analytics is a system level power modelling and power virtual 

prototyping tool. It offers a thorough modelling methodology and an efficient yet flexible way 

to structure data so to cope with the increasingly numerous and complex data needed to estimate 

power consumption and perform power projection for system-on-chips and electronic 

platforms. The tool can manage and process data ranging from IP characterization points to 

leakage dependency laws, voltage and clock distribution structures and use case abstractions. 

The power model can be stimulated through a variety of options: dynamic use cases can be 

modelled in the tool as time flow charts or can be imported from workload traces, or a 

behavioural or functional simulator can be connected to the tool and provide the stimulation. 

Besides, the tool enables exploration and prototyping of power management algorithms, as well 

as validation and debug of power management software. Users typically start modelling power 

management algorithms using the built-in programming library. This allows them to evaluate 

how power management impacts power/performance trade-off in pre-silicon without investing 
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in writing any of the actual management code. The tool fast simulation capability enables 

evaluating power management impact for a large set of use cases. Then users use Power 

Simulator to run the actual compiled power management code (for instance the Linux Governor 

code) on a reduced set of use cases to validate its behaviour and to optimize and debug the code. 

Another feature of Power Simulator is its ability to solve power and thermal coupling. It indeed 

has a dedicated solver for simulating the interdependency between power (leakage current 

mostly) and temperature. With this better pre-silicon power and performance predictions can 

be performed. For this purpose compact thermal models can be imported from Intel® Docea™ 

Thermal Profiler. 

 

Figure 4.2: Example of a power management simulation in Intel® Docea™ Power Simulator. 

4.2 System Level Network Simulation  

4.2.1 SystemC Network Simulation Library (SCNSL) 

SystemC Network Simulation Library (SCNSL) is an extension of SystemC to allow modelling 

packet-based networks such as wireless networks, Ethernet, field bus, etc. [21]. As done by 

basic SystemC for signals on the bus, SCNSL provides primitives to model packet transmission, 

reception, contention on the channel and wireless path loss. The use of SCNSL allows the easy 

and complete modelling of distributed applications of networked embedded systems such as 

wireless sensor networks, routers, and distributed plant controllers. The advantages of SCNSL 

are: 

 simplicity: a single language/tool, i.e., SystemC, is used to model both the system (i.e., CPU, 

memory, peripherals) and the communication network; 

 efficiency: faster simulations can be performed since no external network simulator is 

required; 

 re-use: SystemC IP blocks can be re-used; 

 scalability: support of different abstraction levels in the design description; 
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 openness: several tools available for SystemC can be exploited seamlessly; 

 extensibility: the use of standard SystemC and the source code availability guarantee the 

extensibility of the library to meet design-specific constraints. 

Figure 4.3 shows the architecture of the SystemC Network Simulation Library. The library 

provides primitives (e.g., entities for nodes, channels, and packets) to model a complete network 

scenario. The library relies on SystemC primitives for the simulation of network behaviour. By 

using this approach, standard SystemC models can be mixed with SCNSL scenarios to represent 

accurately networked embedded systems in a full network scenario. In other words, SCNSL 

enables the creation of networked virtual platforms [22] . 

 

Figure 4.3: Architecture of the SystemC Network Simulation Library. 

4.3 CHESS (FoReVer) Contract-Based Analysis  

Modelling the system according to the CHESS/FoReVer approach allows to specify contracts 

associated to the system components and to identify how the contracts are decomposed 

alongside with the hierarchical decomposition of the system. The decomposition the contracts 

in parallel with the hierarchical decomposition of the system may be accomplished as a 

“stepwise refinement” process, which can be formally verified.  

CHESS, integrated with the OCRA tool, supports this kind of formal verification, as briefly 

described in D2.2.2 section 10.9.2.  

System decomposition and contract refinement has been modelled in the contest of the multi-

rotor use case. Intecs has provided a hardware component model with explicit power ports per 

component and with power contracts. It has also been formally validated by Intecs, exploiting 

the integration of CHESS and OCRA. Based on the provided hardware component model, 

OFFIS has integrated their work on structural contracts for structural reasoning. The concept of 

structural contracts has been developed in the ANCONA project 

(https://www.edacentrum.de/ancona/), a German research project. Integration of structural 

contracts into the CHESS tool has been performed by OFFIS. The combination or power and 

structural contracts provides a necessary validation step to check for the proper hardware 

component interconnection that directly influences the resulting power consumption. The 

following example briefly explains the application of structural contracts and depicts the 

integration into the CHESS framework. 

SystemC primitives: module, process, 

port, event, simulation engine

SystemC Network Simulation Library: 

packet and channel models

C++

Description of the 

Network Scenario

Description of 

the Embedded Systems

Legacy 
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New 

library

User 

domain

https://www.edacentrum.de/ancona/
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Figure 4: Considered hardware component mode (with intended component connection) 

Figure 4 depicts three hardware components M0, M1 and M2. Each component has functional 

communication ports x0 (input) and y0 (output). Furthermore, each component has a power ports 

yp. The ports xc (input) and yc (output) describe power dependent effects that need to be 

considered. When connecting hardware components the actual connection between components 

directly influences the power consumption per component, e.g. connected component 

impedance, capacity pad, that can be abstracted as a capacitance load CL. 

In the depicted example we see three components with different values for Vdd, f_clk and yc = 

CL 

The power requirement is: Avg. Power yP ≤ 20µW per clk-cycle.  

For this example we assume that this requirement DOES NOT HOLD in this configuration.  

 

 

Figure 5: Considered hardware component mode (with erroneous component connection) 

Figure 5 shows the same component model as seen in Figure 4 but with a different and faulty 

connection of the xc and yc ports. 

Under this composition the requirement: Avg. Power yP ≤ 20µW per clk-cycle is fulfilled! Of 

course this is a FALSE NEGATIVE due to wrong combination of load capacitance. 

Furthermore, a wrong configuration of Vdd and f_clk has been applied in this example, but this 

is not visible in the figure. 

To detect such a wrong interconnection and wrong configuration assignments, structural 

contracts that allow a formal reasoning about structural elements (components and their 

interconnection via ports) have been integrated into the CHESS tool (see Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: The structural contract extension in CHESS (see top menu) 

 

Figure 7: Structural contracts allow a reasoning over all structural elements of the component model 

(shown in red colour) 

The main concept behind structural contracts is based on a component model introspection and 

the component model decomposition structure to extract: 

 identifiers of components & ports, 

 identifiers interconnecting nets and 

 sources and sinks of all interconnections. 
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The introspected element in our example are depicted in Figure 7 and are highlighted in red 

colour. Adding structural assumptions to the components now enables to verify structural 

constraints w.r.t. interconnections (see Figure 8).   

  

Figure 8: Adding structural contracts in the example (left: Structural decomposition satisfies the 

structural contract, right: Structural decomposition violates the structural contract) 

 

Figure 9: The component model example in CHESS (with erroneous component connection, cp. Figure 5) 

Figure 9 depicts the component model example with erroneous component connection from 

Figure 5 in the CHESS tool. Performing the power contract satisfaction check without the 

structural contract extension provides a positive evaluation as shown in Figure 10. This is of 

course this is a FALSE NEGATIVE due to wrong combination of load capacitance in the 

model. When structural contracts are provided and checked together with the power contracts, 

the structural and power contract validation fails due to the erroneous component connection. 
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The failed structural contract is highlighted though a counterexample that also highlights the 

wrong component connection as shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 10: Result of the power contract validation in the model checker WITHOUT structural contracts: 

The wrong component connection is not considered and thus the power contracts are checked for a wrong 

component composition. 

 

Figure 11: Result of the power contract validation in the model checker WITH structural contracts: The 

wrong component connection is detected and the wrong component connection is highlighted in a 

counterexample. 
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5 Transformation and Synthesis Tools 

Depending on the specific operation that each tools performs in the design flow, different tools 

use different formats for to represent their input and output models. Consequently, the models 

captured using the modelling tools reported in Section 2 and also the third party IP blocks need 

to be transformed to be used for different purposes. This section reports the tools used for 

transforming the models from one format to the other to orchestrate the tools used in 

CONTREX design flows. 

5.1 HIFSuite 

HIFSuite allows designers to manipulate and integrate heterogeneous components implemented 

by using different hardware description languages [23]. HIFSuite allows the definition of new 

tools, which rely on HIF APIs, to manipulate HIF descriptions in order to support code 

abstraction/refinement and post-refinement verification. 

Figure 5.1 shows the role of HIFSuite in model manipulation and generation. By using HIFSuite 

front-end tools, several descriptions can be imported, e.g., functional blocks described in 

standard hardware description languages, IP-XACT interconnection descriptions, UML 

structural and behavioural diagrams. The different blocks can be integrated and manipulated 

inside HIFSuite; for instance, an RTL description can be abstracted to TLM, a UML state chart 

can be transformed in a either software or hardware specification. Finally, HIFSuite back-end 

tools can generate an executable specification of the integrated scenario. HIFSuite supports the 

generation of both SystemC and C/C++ code. In CONTREX project EDALab will address the 

generation of components for Open Virtual Platform. Furthermore, HIFSuite can produce 

executable models of network scenarios by generating SystemC code for the SystemC Network 

Simulation Library (SCNSL described in Section 4.2.1). 

By using HIFSuite, an executable specification of a system-on-chip or of a distributed 

embedded system can be generated to perform simulation-based design space exploration. 
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Figure 5.1 Role of HIFSuite in model generation. 

5.2 eSSYN 

In origin, eSSYN (www.essyn.com) is a software synthesis tool 4 that automatically generates 

platform specific executable binaries from a component based model of a software application 

and an easy-to-produce model of the target hardware platform (supporting complex multi-core 

heterogeneous platforms). 

                                                 

4 eSSYN was a main result of the research of UC in the PHARAON project.  
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Figure 5.2:   Sketch of the eSSYN inputs/outputs before CONTREX. 

As it is advanced in D2.2.2, section 10.8, CONTREX enables the extension of eSSYN, which 

can be summarized in the two following features so far: 

 capability to target a performance simulation model (based on VIPPE), for performance 

assessment (we call this mSSYN) 

 capability to support the modelling and implementation of periodic tasks 

The capability of supporting the generation of a VIPPE simulation performance model relies 

on the new capabilities at the GUI and code generation level. Specifically, in the capabilities 

for XML generation and the model “Simulation” options implemented for the CONTREX 

Eclipse Plug-in (CONTREP), reported in Section 2.1. A main part of those capabilities are 

related to the capability for Makefiles generation for VIPPE. As was introduced, the capability 

for automating a typical manual procedure of Makefile adaptation, in this case for the 

production of the VIPPE model, greatly speeds-up efforts and times in the analysis phase. 

As was mentioned, some part of the code generation, specifically, the wrappers generation, 

relies on the eSSYN wrapper code generator (independent from the Acceleo code generation 

engine).  

In CONTREX, the eSSYN wrapper code generator has been extended to support the inference 

of periodic tasks. Accordingly, the modelling methodology, the XML front-end and the code 

generators have been extended to support this feature. The eSSYN wrapper code generator 

supports the targeting of several APIs. The work in CONTREX has focused in the use and 

enhancement of the POSIX targets. More specifically, the periodic activities captured in the 

model are mapped into periodic threads. Their periodicity is implemented by relying on SW 

timers and signals. This implementation is more accurate that other simpler approaches relying 

on the estimation of the computation time and on sleeping the process the calculated “remaining 

time”. By relying on SW timers, the threads do not need to produce their one release event, but 

it is produced by an external, common to all threads with the same periodicity, periodical event 

source: the SW timer.  

The main technical difficulty of this solution has to do with the fact that signals are casted to 

processes and not to threads. The mooing to processes (instead to threads) is then possible. 
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However, a main drawback is that there are not many user available signals, which effectively 

limits a portable solution for models with an arbitrary number of periodic activities. Moreover, 

a thread mapping is desirable for most of scenarios due to that it is a lighter solution. The 

solution has been to use a single user signal (SIGUSR1) in combination with the information 

associated to the signal (sigevent struct) and transported to the process. Specifically, such a 

struct contains a thread identifier attribute (tid), such enables the discrimination of the thread 

the periodic event needs to be send to. 

In CONTREX, eSSYN has become m/eSSYN which means that the communication libraries 

can be compiled with the VIPPE compiler and so it is possible to compile the wrappers 

generated with the VIPPE compiler. In other words, that m/eSSYN supports the generation of 

a VIPPE model, where platform independent code is linked to platform dependent code 

automatically generated (wrappers).  

m/eSSYN has been also extended  to support of the generation of configurable model which 

does not require wrapper re-generation for each alternative solution. The idea is that the 

m/eSSYN code generator can generate code where the value of attributes are DSE parameters 

too. This improves the automation of the DSE loop, as the platform independent code does not 

need to be generated and facilitates a more holistic exploration (as the explorer can tune at once 

parameter values both at the HW platform level and at the application level.  

5.3 f2sdf3 

The XML-based intermediate representation (IR) of ForSyDe models which is generated 

automatically together with a ForSyDe-SystemC simulation needs to be converted to another 

model dedicated to representation of dataflow graphs which is accepted as the input of the A-

DSE tool. This format is similar to the format used by the SDF3 tool-set. 

The f2sdf3 tool is developed to handle the syntactical adaptation automatically. It applies a set 

of transformation in a chain to convert a ForSyDe-XML model to the one accepted by the A-

DSE tool by flattening its hierarchy, transforming it to a SDF3-compatible dataflow graph [18], 

and adding default values for platform dependent metrics. 

The tool is built using XSL transformations and is available as software in public domain with 

a permissive license via the ForSyDe website [24]. 

5.4 Marte to ForSyDe Link 

As explained in D2.2.2, Section 5.7.1, the interoperability between the UML/MARTE model 

and ForSyDe is achieved by means of the relation of at least one part of the UML/MARTE 

model with an equivalent SDF ForSyDe model. The relation is identifying UML/MARTE 

modelling patterns which reflect a sufficiently constrained model to enable the mapping to a 

ForSyDe model. 

Figure 5.3 reproduces for convenience a figure already shown in D2.2.2. The figure shows the 

theoretical plane, already introduced in D2.2.2. Below this plane, the actual modelling 

methodologies (CONTREX UML/MARTE and ForSyDe-SystemC) and tools developed for 

the interoperability are shown. 
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The exporter shown in Figure 5.3 is a code generator fully integrated in CONTREP. The 

importer tool has not been integrated so far (it is considered a simple proof-of-concept it its 

current status). 

The exporter has been written in the Model-to-Text (M2T) or MTL language [25], which is an 

OMG standard for the description of code generation engines. This generator has been 

integrated in the CONTREX eclipse plugin. Figure 5.4 shows the menu option which enables 

to launch this generator. The “SystemC generation” option serves to launch the generation of 

ForSyDe-SystemC code. An additional set of options enables a graphical front-end for the 

compilation of the ForSyDe–SystemC code, which in turn servers for generating the ForSyDe-

XML counterpart and/or for its execution for a functional validation. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Sketch of how the MARTE-ForSyDe connection is solved in CONTREX. 

 

Figure 5.4 shows a capture of a model with components with function-based communication, 

and abiding the rules of the pattern defined. The ForSyDe-SystemC export tool is invoked and 

the corresponding SystemC code generated. 
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Figure 5.4: ForSyDe related menu in CONTREP. 

Figure 5.5 illustrates the ForSyDe-SystemC code generated.  

 

Figure 5.5: ForSyDe-SystemC code automatically generated by the ForSyDe export in CONTREP. 

The following options enable the compilation of the automatically generated ForSyDe-

SystemC code (see a snapshot of the result in Figure 5.6). The result is an executable which 

enables a) the generation of the ForSyDe-XML code; b) launching the executable for the 

functional validation of the model; or c) both. 
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Figure 5.6: The compilation of the automatically generated ForSyDe-SystemC model can be launched 

from CONTREP too. 

 

Figure 5.7: ForSyDe-XML code produced after launching the ForSyDe-XML generation. 
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6 Application to Individual Use Cases 

The previous sections introduced the range of different WP2 tools. The purpose of this section 

is to clarify the application of the tools in the specific use cases. 

6.1 Use Case 1  

This section summarizes the use of tools for the avionics Use Cases 1a and 1b. Figure 6.1 and 

Figure 6.2 give an overview over the location of tools in the use case flows for Use Case 1a and 

Use Case 1b, respectively. 

 

Figure 6.1: Mapping of tools for the flows of Use Case 1a 
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Figure 6.2: Mapping of tools for the flows of Use Case 1b 

6.1.1 CHESS in Use Case 1a 

The CHESS toolset is used in use case 1a for modelling the top-level of the multi-rotor system 

and the SoC component level for the critical part using SysML/UML and MARTE.  

The CHESS toolset is also be used for specifying and modelling contracts describing the top-

level behaviour of the critical avionics part: guarantees of valid commands from the pilot and 

promises on the reaction of the copter (functionally and timely), and for the refinement of this 

top-level view on the SoC level components of the critical part (all implemented in the ZYNQ 

FPGA using MicroBlaze processors and dedicated peripherals).  

Strong and weak contracts (illustrated in D2.2.2, section 5.6.1.3) is defined and modelled with 

CHESS for the functional and/or timing properties of the model. An extended multi-rotor 

system could also provide an interesting testbed for the evaluation of the weak and strong 

contract extensions, based on a SysML model and the formalization of contracts supported by 

the CHESS toolset. 

6.1.2 CONTREP in Use Case 1a and 1b 

CONTREP plugin is used in both avionics use cases for the modelling and code generation 

tasks. For modelling CONTREP contributes the specific profile (called “eSSYN” profile) 

which is required to complete the annotation of the UML/MARTE models of the quadcopter 

(use case 1a) and of the RPA_IO (use case 1b). The “eSSYN” profiles currently contains the 

extensions which are being proposed for the extension of the MARTE standard. CONTREP 

also contributes all the code generators which are required for an automated generation of the 

VIPPE performance model. 

6.1.3 eSSYN (and mSSYN) in Use Case 1a and 1b 

eSSYN, and specifically mSSYN, that is all the new features in the CONTREX eclipse plugin 

and in the eSSYN code generator for supporting a VIPPE target will be employed in both 

avionics use cases, since in both of them the VIPPE model will be generated from an initial 
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UML/MARTE model. The eSSYN capabilities for generating the binaries for the final target 

will be eventually explored. 

6.1.4 VIPPE in Use Case 1a and 1b 

VIPPE will be employed in both avionics uses cases for a fast assessment of the different 

implementations in terms of time, energy and power performance. Moreover, the suitability of 

the tool vs other simulation-based methodologies for design space exploration will be shown. 

In the use case 1a we aim to be capable the capability to advance some facts already found in 

the ad-hoc design, and more over to predict the benefits and downsides from alternative design 

solutions. In the use case 1b it will server for a similar purpose, as it will server GMV to explore 

future implementation alternatives for future, more stringent customer requirements. 

6.1.5 CAMeL-View in Use Case 1a 

CAMeL-View is used in Use Case 1a for the physical model of the quadcopter environment, 

which is linked through the CAMeL-View Stub to the quadcopter model executable 

performance model. 

6.1.6 CAMeL-View Stub in Use Case 1a 

In the quadcopter use case, the Camel-View Stub is a crucial element for enabling that the 

performance models of the flight control system (FCC) are assessed with a precise and visual 

model environment in CAMeL-View and in a closed-loop configuration, where the 

dependencies between the FCC actuation and values senses by the own FCC, dictated by 

physical laws and context dependent factors, are modelled. This enables an assessment closer 

to reality 

More specifically, the CAMeL-View stub will be used in the quadcopter use case for enabling 

the connection of the CAMeL-View environment model with the OVP-based Virtual Platform 

model of the flight controller, as shown in Figure 6.3.  

 

Figure 6.3: The CAMeL-View Stub allows the connection of the CAMeL-View environment with the 

OVP based VP model of the flight controller. 

Moreover, also in this case, the CAMeL-View stub will be employed for the connection of the 

same CAMeL-View environment with the VIPPE performance model of the flight-controller 

(see Figure 6.4). This will enable to adjust the results of a design space exploration with VIPPE 

to the specific flying scenario. 
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Figure 6.4: Verification environment enhanced with the connection to CAMeL-View environment 

model. 

6.1.7 ODEN in Use Case 1a 

ODEN will be used to generate a power model of a peripheral of the HW platform. Starting 

from the RTL representation of the component and simulation traces, the power state machine 

will be estimate by using property mining techniques. 

6.1.8 OVP in Use Case 1a 

In use case 1a corresponding OVP-based virtual platforms to the physical multi-rotor system 

were created. The virtual platforms are extended by models of extra-functional properties to 

validate functional and timing aspects as well as to perform power estimations. The power over 

time estimations are used to simulate system’s thermal behaviour. An overview of the whole 

simulation environment is shown in Figure 6.5. The virtual multi-rotor system demonstrator is 

mainly divided into two parts. On one hand the simulation for the mission-critical video 

processing task, which is executed on the processing system in the Xilinx Zynq 7020, and on 

the other hand in the simulation of the safety-critical part, which executes the flight algorithms 

inner the programmable logic on two Xilinx MicroBlazes. 

The mission-critical part uses a virtual platform provided by Cadence [23]. The platform 

embeds an OVP platform of the Xilinx Zynq 7000 processing system in a SystemC environment 

with the capability to connect further TLM, C or VHDL components to represent modules in 

the programmable logic. For the video processing demonstration the input video is located in 

the memory and streamed into the application by a virtual camera software device. The result 
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is outputted via the virtual Ethernet device and can be viewed on the host computer. Further the 

Linux terminal console is accessible over a virtuel UART interface. 

Figure 6.5 Overview of use case 1a simulation environment 
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The Simulation of the safety-critical part is realized by a second virtual platform in the OVP 

environment [24]. In this virtual platform the main parts of the programmable logic are 

included, especially the two Xilinx MicroBlaze Soft-Processors, which are processing the flight 

algorithms. To get a virtual hardware-in-the-loop simulation, an environmental model of the 

multi-rotor system was designed in CAMeL-View. The mentioned CVStub is used to connect 

the CAMeL-View simulation with the virtual platform of the safety-critical part. The 

environmental model outputs virtual sensor data and gets back the computed motor values of 

the virtual platform. Since the sensor and motor interfaces are not available as models in the 

OVP library their functionality is intercepted. That means the virtual platform recognizes the 

driver calls of the interfaces and intercepts their communication. 

To both virtual platforms (Cadence and OVP) models of extra-functional properties were 

added. The communication between the platforms and models, as well as between models and 

models, is realized by Timed Value Streams [25]. Both platforms contain timing and power 

models which provide their data to the thermal model (that gets also input from the power model 

for the static power of the Zynq MPSoC). All data can then be used to analyze them, for example 

as graphs.  

6.1.9 JAS-DSE (A-DSE + MOST + KisTA) in Use Case 1a 

The JAS-DSE framework will be used in Use Case 1a for exploring the design alternatives 

among a potentially large design space under the mixed-criticality scenario posed by the use 

case. It considers many factors with potential impact on the system performance, such as task 

periods, architectural mappings, hardware architectures and processor frequencies.  

6.1.10 Thermal Profiler in Use Case 1a  

Thermal Profiler is used to model and validate the thermal behaviour of the platform (the ZYNQ 

FPGA laid on the board). The thermal model stimuli are the power over time profiles generated 

by the extended OVP-based virtual prototype. 

6.2 Use Case 2 

6.2.1 Power Simulator in Use Case 2 

Power Simulator is used to model and validate the power behaviour of the SeCSoC system. The 

power model stimuli are traces output by STMicroelectronics SystemC virtual platform. 

6.3 Use Case 3  

This section summarizes the use of tools for the telecommunications use case. Figure 6.6 give 

an overview over the location of tools in the use case flows for Use Case 3. 
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Figure 6.6: Mapping of tools for the flows of Use Case 3 

6.3.1 ForSyDe-SystemC 

A subsystem of the Ethernet-Over-Radio system is modelled with ForSyDe-SystemC. As a 

result, an executable application model in form of SystemC source code was obtained. This 

model is the entry point for the design space exploration step. 

6.3.2 f2sdf3 

The transformation tool f2sdf3 transforms the ForSyDe-XML files from the previous step into 

SDF3-XML format, which is used as input by the A-DSE. 

6.3.3 A-DSE 

The analytical design space exploration framework A-DSE is planned to be applied to the 

subsystem which is modelled with ForSyDe-SystemC as application and a model of (part of) 

the ZYNQ platform as target platform. However, since the A-DSE in first hand targets 

predictable platforms and the ZYNQ platform generally does not fit into that category, there 

are some practical issues to overcome. 

6.3.4 HIFSuite 

HIFSuite is used to abstract the RTL representation of a legacy peripheral to obtain a 

behavioural representation in SystemC/TLM to be simulated in the virtual platform. HIFSuite 

will be also used to generate the configuration of the virtual platform starting from the 

specification of the interface of all components. HIFSuite will be also used to generate the co-

simulation bridge to perform co-simulation between the virtual platform and the SystemC/TLM 

component. HIFSuite will be also used to generate a realistic network scenario in SCNSL from 

its UML description. 
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6.3.5 SCNSL 

The SystemC Network Simulation Library will be used to extend the virtual platform to a full 

communication scenario to obtain a realistic testbench for the Ethernet-over-Radio application. 

SCNSL will allow to create several instances of network nodes and one of them will be 

connected to the virtual platform for accurate simulation of its HW/SW behaviour. 

6.3.6 OVP 

OVP-based virtual platforms are used together with the extensions for extra-functional 

properties to validate functional and timing aspects and to perform power estimations. The 

power over time estimations will be used to simulate thermal behaviour. 

6.3.7 Thermal Profiler in Use Case 3 

Thermal Profiler is used to model and validate the thermal behaviour of the platform (the ZYNQ 

FPGA laid on the board). The thermal model stimuli are the power over time profiles generated 

by the extended OVP-based virtual prototype. 
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7 Summary of CONTREX Contributions 

Sections 2 to 5 describe all tools that are involved in solving the tasks of Work Package 2. The 

following table clarifies which tools or tool extensions are results of CONTREX, i.e. 

contributions to the project, and additionally which ones are merely used, but not 

developed/extended, in CONTREX/WP2. 

Table 8: Summary of contributions for WP2 tools. Order of tools according to appearance in this report. 

 Tool Section Contribution 

M
o
d
el

li
n
g
 

CONTREP 2.1 Developed as a novel Eclipse Plugin (although it 

reuses and extends some code generators.)  

Used in the Use Case 1 (a and b) for capturing 

the UML/MARTE model, for its automated 

validation, and for automated generation of 

theVIPPE performance model. 

ForSyDe-SystemC 2.1 Extended  SDF MoC library 

Used in Use Case 3 to model (part of) the 

application. 

CAMeL-View 2.3 Extended by CONTREX-connector-library to 

enable the connection between physical 

CAMeL-View models and C/C++ based 

applications. 

CHESS/FoReVer 2.4 Used in the multi-rotor use case to model the 

system and related contracts using SysML and 

the CHESS/FoReVer profile. 

A
n
al

y
si

s 
an

d
 D

es
ig

n
 

CAMeL-View Stub 3.1.1 Developed and used to enable the connection 

between physical CAMeL-View models and 

applications/virtual platforms/performance 

models enabling time axes coordination. 

VIPPE 3.2.1 Extended in several features. Remarkable 

extensions are the support of performance 

analysis (time, power) and connection with 

exploration tool for analysis of extra-functional 

properties in Use Case 1 (a and b). 

ODEN 3.2.1.3 Developed for property mining of extra-

functional properties from activity traces. 

KisTA 3.2.3 Developed for initial proof-of-concepts 

demonstrations of the JAS-DSE framework. 

CHESS 3.3 The analysis features of CHESS will probably not 

be exploited in the frame of CONTREX use 

cases. 

A-DSE 3.4.1.1 Extended. Extensions are described in Section 

3.4.1.1. 
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MOST 0 Extended with the needed integrations 

capabilities for managing mixed critical 

scenarios. The exploration engine has been 

enhanced to work also with pre-filtered design 

space and to be integrated in the JAS DSE flow. 

JAS-DSE 3.4.3 Developed for managing multi-level design 

space exploration in the context of mixed critical 

systems. 

V
al

id
at

io
n
 

OVP 4.1.1 Extended by more advanced timing models and 

power models for virtual platforms. 

Used for timing and power estimation of the 

multi-rotor system and the telecom 

demonstrator. 

Thermal Profiler 4.1.2 Used for thermal estimation of the multi-rotor 

system and the telecom demonstrator. 

Power Simulator 4.1.3 Used for power estimation of the SeCSoC device 

in the automotive demonstrator. 

SCNSL 4.2.1 Used for the simulation of a realistic network 

scenario for the telecom use case. 

CHESS/FoReVer 4.3 Used for the validation of system decomposition 

and contract refinement in the multi-rotor use 

case. 

T
ra

n
sf

o
rm

at
io

n
 a

n
d
 S

y
n
th

es
is

 

HIFSuite/A2T 5.1 Used for the functional abstraction of 

components for virtual platform integration in 

the multi-rotor and in the telecom use case. 

HIFSuite/OVP 

toolchain 

5.1 Developed for the generation of OVP 

configurations for virtual platform integration. 

HIFSuite/IP-XACT 

toolchain 

5.1 Extended to consider the analog blocks modeling 

extra-functional properties in virtual platform 

integration. 

HIFSuite/UML-to-

SCNSL 

5.1 Developed for transformation of network models 

from UML to SystemC/SCNSL with 

optimization functionality. 

eSSYN 5.2 Extended code generation (support of periodic 

tasks, fixes), integrated with CONTREP, which 

supports the generation of the application code 

for the UML/MARTE component-based model. 

Used both in Use Case 1 a and b. 

f2sdf3 5.3 Developed for transformation of SDF graphs in 

ForSyDe-XML to SDF3-XML for the A-DSE. 

Marte to ForSyDe Link 5.4 Developed code generator which has been 

integrated in CONTREP, for the generation of 
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ForSyDe model conterparts, to be explored in 

Use Case 1. 
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8 Conclusion 

This report covers the tools that are developed, extended and used for the WP2-tasks in 

CONTREX, covering all the steps from modelling to analysis and validation and also 

transformation and synthesis. The application of the presented tools to the individual use cases 

is also clarified, as well as the contributions to the project for each tool.  
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